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Pan Ameril-an L'nivers1ty's 
annual Career Day which 
was hl'ld April 28. was a 
big sucl·ess accord ing to 
Romulo Ma rtinez. d irector 
o f Carl'er Planning, Place-
ment and Testmg. 
Thl' annual event, held in 
the P-dn Ameril.:an Fieldhouse 
from 8-11 :30 a .m. and from 
1-4:30 p.m ., brought in 84 
recruiters representing 
government agencies, school 
districts and business firms 
from all around the state 
and the country. 
The purpose of Career 
Day, <1ccording to Martinez, 
is to try and make the stu-
dents aware of all the job 
relating possibilities in the 
behalf of his rnajor. 1 t also 
helps the students see if 
their intended major is what 
they really want. 
Students showed alot of 
enthusiasm towards what 
the recruiters had to say 
about their agencies and 
the advice they had to offer, 
according to Mr. Martinez. 
CAREER DAY • • brought in all ages of students. 
THE PAN AMERICAN 
Edinburg, Texas 
YEARBOOK ARRIVAL · · Studtmls wait in line out-
side the Ballroom to pick-up their annual 
Ugliest Man,CutestPan 
Selected at Pan Am 
George Delgado anti 
Enedina 2.umga were recenlly 
elected Ugliest Man and 
Cutest Pan on campus, 
respectively, in the Ugliest 
Man on Campus Contest. 
Delgado was sponsored by 
the Veterans Organization 
and Ms. Zuniga was spon-
sored by Theta Chi Rho 
sorority. 
Votes were cast by 
students donating a c.-nt 
in the name of the candidate 
of their choice . Delgado 
received a total of I ,7 14 
votes and Ms. Zuniga 
collected 2,345 votes. 
Danny Martinez, sponsored 
by APO, came in second for 
Ugliest Man on campus with 
I ,055 votes. Maria Guerra 
from the Veterans Organiza-
tion came in second for 
Cutest Pan with 591 votes. 
Winners were presented 
with a plaque by Alpha 
Phi Omega National Service 
Fraternity, sponsor of the 
contest. 
Organizations sponsoring 
contestants for the contest 
included SNEA, lntercoUe-
giate Knights, Ladies of 
Camelot, Veterans Organiza-
tion and Theta Chi Rho. 
Proceeds collected from 
the voting will be given 
to charitable funds in 
the Valley, according to 
Valentin Chapa, second vice 
president of Alpha Phi 
Omega. 
StucJent Publication of Pan American University 
May S, 1976 Vol. XXIV No. 29 
Pre-registration to Begin 
In Fall For Graduate Students 
/\ pilot IH\'·registration 
p rogram will be testetl with 
graduate students for the 
fall semester. The entire 
stutlent body will be pre-
registered for spring. 
Although it was reported 
earlier that everyone would 
be pre-registered for the fall, 
Diredor of Admissions 
William Morris says that the 
pilot program should allow 
the wrinkles lo be ironed 
out before the entire 
campus is exposed to it. 
Several changes have 




The new Liberal Arts 
Building is just about fin-
ished and will be open for 
classes this coming fall 
semester, according to 
Dr. Bob Dowell, dean of 
Humamt ies at Pan 
Ameri.-an University. 
The famous "LA'' 
Building where all the slu· 
dents' classes seemed to be 
concentrated will no longer 
have the reputation of being 
crowded and stuffy. Come 
the fall semestl'r, 1t will be 
used for math classes only. 
Liberal arts courses will 
be taught in the new four-
story LA Building by the 
Science Building on the 
northwest corner of 
campus. 
"We hopt· lo move into 
the new offices in about 
mid June ," Dowd) said. 
·'No classes will be scheduled 
there for this summer, but 
for certain lh<' building will 
be ready for lhl' fall 
semester."' he said. 
The point system orgmally with the schetlule the 
reported has been elimin- computer makes, he may 
ated. Presently, the students disregard it and register at a 
with th.: most hours will later registration time. 
have first priority. as they There will be some 
have less time to take classes problems with pre-registra-
before graduation. tion. It should not be si:en 
The pre-registration form as a savior for gt:tting every 
the student receives 111 the single class requested, said 
mail will allow him to Morris. Classes will still fill 
choose up to eight first and up, there will still be limited 
second choices of classes. space and the same faculty 
He will request the course budgets. 
number, time and instructor. After a semester or two, 
Every possibility will be students will learn what 
tried by the computer. As classes to request and when 
Pan American is a com mu ler to take them. Morris said. It 
school, it is felt that the might be a better idea to 
course and time is more take afternoon classes, 
important to the student night classes or mid-day 
than the instructor. T he classes, rather than morning 
first try on the computer MWF classes, or whatever 
is to give the course, the time is most popular. 
time and the instructor re- Morris feels that the 
quested. The second try is system will allow for 
to give the course and time, adJUSlments lo be made 
and finally the course alone when the need arises and as 
is tried Morris said that the early as possible. One 
computer would not example of this is that if at 
place a student completely registration it becomes 
out of the time area request· obvious that a class is not 
ed. If a student is not happy going to brmg in enough 
Y k Pick-
Is Underwav Now 
The yearbooks are here 
and ready to be picked up! 
The El Bronco yearbook 
staff has been distributing 
in the UC Ball room from 
8 a .m. to 4 p .m .Today is 
the last day distribution will 
be set up in the Ballroom. 
Students must have their 
ID cards and must have 
taken at least nine hours 
the fall or spring semester 
to obtain a book . 
If a yi:arbook is bl·ing 
picked up for a fnl'nd. lhl' 
person's ID and a signed 
note from him g1v111g the 
person picking up the book 
permission to get the year-
book. must be shown. 
Plastic covers will also 
bi: sold for 50 cent~ a piece, 
but, there may be a limited 
number according 
to Martha Fddtman, editor 
of El Bronco. 
.. This year·s book is a 
very different anti exdtrng 
book,'' stat.-d Miss Fddtman . 
··1 hope tht' students are 
sallsfied with the "76 fl 
Bronl.'o. 
students, it can be cancelled 
right then. The teacher can 
then br assigned to a class in 
demand, and another 
section can be opened. Pre-
sent timing at registration 
does not allow for this type 
of change. 
The plan is patterned 
after systems at the Univer-
sity of Texas and the 
University of Houston. Both 
systems are working success-
fully , according to Morris. 
By working with only gra· 
duate students in the fall, 
there will be time to make 
changes that apply d1redly 
to the needs of Pan Amc:ri-
can before the entire stu-
dent body is exposed to it 




Summer classroom hours 
will be changed to an .:arlicr 
lime in thl' hope of alleviat-
ing the problem of 8 a .m. 
traffic. according to 
Dr. J.C. Nichols. v1n· presi-
dent for Acadl'mic.; Affair~. 
(')asses will h,·gin 15 
minutes carlJcr 0n an 
cxpcnmcntal has1s lh1~ 
summer. Ir succl'ssful. tlH· 
plan may b,· camed on lo 
the fJll Sl'lllCsh:r, said 
Dr Ni,hols. 
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I Editor Reminisces I 
People have many times Throughout the year, I American staff is only 
accused the students of Pan received com plaints, angry composed of humans, and 
American University of outbursts and even got hung more important of students 
being ap.ithetic. They have up on several times over just like you. One of 
claimed that students never articles that appeared or The Pan American's main 
take an active part in cam- did not appear in the news- functions is to serve as a lab 
pus activities and never paper. for students wishing to 
take an interest in the things excell in journalistic abilities. 
concerning them. They have Many of the complaints Any mistakes the paper may 
been accused of not voicing were justified, some were have committed wer~ only 
their opinions to student not: however, that's beside human errors and any criti-
government and of not the point. The point is stu- cism it may have received 
being responsive to dents b~came ~ll rou~ed up was only human nature, I 
critical issues in the over thlllgS pnnted m the presume. 
newspaper-all around newspaper, revealing that Pardon me if I dwelled 
apathetic. they do read the paper and on the newspaper too long, 
. are involved enough to ed"to t d t d th t 
I personally tend to dis- comment I rs en o o a . 
agree with this opinion of · One good point, however, 
the students of Pan Ameri- Considering that Pan of the newspaper's criticism 
can. As editor of T he Pan American University is is that it focused on the 
American, I have seen more mainly a commuting fact that students are 
student response than most college, I firmly believe its reading it, a very important 
people realize there is on students are as responsive to revelation. J campus. student life as can be Although the staff at The I ::xpectcd. Pan Amerian tends to be-
Regardless of whether come defensive when the I the response was good or As I now step down from newspaper is bad-mouthed, 
I bad, the response was there. the editor's position, I one thing is for sure-we're a 
I lt came in forms of letters would like to thank the stu- whole lot happier when stu-
1 
to the editor and oral dents and faculty of Pan dents voice their opinions 
comments. Am for their constructive and comments. After all, it 
I criticisms as well as their k d · f I found most students eeps us on our toes an i 
I 
. d . expressed approval and anyone should ever ask the 
are mtereste m the1r sur- support of the newspaper. editor of The Pan American 




campus newspaper some- or ose l?ers~rns w o were if students al Pan Am are 
. , . f unable to Justify the news- apathetic she o r he probably 
times to th~ pomt o paper's errors I would hke ·11 ' 
ng exceedingly critical. to point out, that The Pan w1 say no. o· L B ~ - 1ana . an a 
----------------------------
Bureau To Wrap -up Year 
The PAU Student Speakers 
Bureau is in the process of 
wrapping up its third year 
o f providing speaking pro-
grams to various Valley 
groups and organizations. 
The Bureau, a function of 
the PAU Forensics program 
and under the direction of 
George Mclemore, Pan Am 
Forensics director, has 
provided speakers on 
approximately SO occasions 
to groups as diverse as the 
Edinburg Lions Club, the 
Brownsville Mothers of 
Twins Club, and a seventh 
grade social studies class 
at North Junior High in 
Edinburg . 
Several civic clubs have 
retained a P AU student 
speaker on a regular monthly 
basis. While speaking for 1 S 
to 20 minutes with a short 
question and answer period, 
the speakers have presented 
programs on subjects rang-
ing from .. Freedom and 
Control of the Media " 
" Juvenile Delinquency:" 
" Female Attitudes in the 
RGV ," and ''Interpersonal 
Communication." 
The student speakers 
were awarded plaques at the 
end of the year for their 
outstanding participation in 
the '75-'76 Bureau. Stu• 
d_ents receiving this recogni-
tion were: John Espinoza 
Becky McGehee, Mary An~ 
Finan, Jane Cross, Mark 
Kroll , Hollis Rutledge 
Hilda Garza and Lloyd 
Wright. · 
The Speakers Bureau will 
be continued next year with 
an expansion of the pro-
gram offerings. Any students 
interested in participating 
should contact Mclemore 





I firmly believe that only 
a knowledgeable and in-
volved student government 
can responsibly represent 
the needs and wants of the 
student body. 
This university is here 
only because we, the stu-
dents are here. Everyday 
decisions are being made 
about our student monies 
curriculum, etc. that 
affect us directly and yet we 
do not have an input in 
these matters. I feel it is 
time for us students to unite 
and start playing a more 
active and decisive role in 
the decision making process 
of our university. It is up to 
us, the student to stand and 
speak up for what is right-
fully ours as students. If we 
don't, no one will. 
I have enjoyed working 
with student government 
and serving fellow students 
in the capacity of vice 
president. I am grateful for 
having been given the 
opportunity to serve you 
another year as your student 
body president. I am opti-
mistic that through working 
together, we can arrive at 
ends to meet our common 
problems. 
Once again, thank you 
and if 1 can be of any help 
call me at 381-266 I. 
Sincerely 
Patty 0 . Navarro 
PAUSA President 
AMBULANCES 
Editor's Note: The follow-
ing letter refers to Ms. 
Jayne Schmidt's letter 
concerning the question 
of whether or not 
ambulances are becom· 
ing extinct. Ms. Schmit's 
letter was published In 
the April 28 issue of 
The Pan American. 
In response to a letter 
in the last issue downrrading 
ambulance service, I 'd like 
to set the record straight. 
First of all, an ambulance 
will usually travel out of the 
Opinion 
city limits when a request is 
made by just about anyone. 
This fact sometimes hurts an 
ambulance service if they 
answer an anonymous 
request (did the caller give 
his name?) which turns o ut 
to be a dry run. 
Secondly, in some towns 
there is only one ambulance 
which means that the ambu-
lance could have been called 
back by towtruck or police 
personnel at the scene if 
there had been no serious 
injuries sustained. 
In your letter, you gave 
contradicting statements. 
You said you waited for an 
ambulance but at the same 
time, you said you were not 
hurt. If you put two and 
two together, you might 
realize that an ambulance 
is not about to waste gas 
and commit its time for an 
unnecessary run. 
I suggest that if you 
would like to see speedy 
service next time, slam your 
car into an upcoming trailer 
truck. Then we'll talk about 
it. 
- James Hesbrook 
VOTER 
TURNOUT 
An individual has indivi• 
dual rights and responsibili-
ties. As such, he has an in-
div!duaJ right to become a 
registered voter and a re-
sponsibility to vote. 
Elec~ion Day 1s the day 
on ~h1ch that individual 
who feels powerless against 
the courts, the state, the 
federal representatives and 
locally the status quo, has 
the individual right and res-
ponsibility to really get in-
volved by voting. 
Poor voter turnout is 
easily and readily termed 
"apathy." A term most 
appropriate for the indivi-
dual may be "bewilderment" 
or "bewildered." And this is 
suggested on the often-heard 
premise ·'Me? what can I do 
against the establishment?'' 
The door has just closed 
on the Texas primaries, but 
the Democratic primary run-
off will be at our doorstep 
within 30 days. 
A high percentage •of 
voters in Hidalgo County 
has expressed concern and 
are mad about Richard 
Nixon, Watergate, the 
people on the Hill, the local 
mayor, the garbage collector, 
the cost increase of utilities, 
rural area crimes (robberies, 
property damage and no 
solutions) and the list could 
go on about the issues. It is 
the same high percentage, 
which normally results in a 
low percentage of voters at 
election time going to the 
polls. 
The success or failure of 
one's chosen candidates for 
a certain office depends on 
the individual's right and 
responsibility to vote. If 
the voter does not get to the 
polls to mark that ballot or 
pull the levers, then he will 
have failed to carry out 
that responsiblity. 
It will be another 30 
short days between now and 
the Democratic primary 
run-offs. And after the polls 
close, there will be few who 
will genuinely accept their 
own inadequacy as the 
reason for greater success of 
their rivals. 
A low voter turnout 
again will prove that ·•we 
are no more willing than 
primitive folk to recognize 






Senior Expounds Questions Summer in Europe for less than half the economy Iara. 
Call 800-325-486 7 toll fraa 
for details. 60-day advance 
payment required. Fly on 
Pan Am 707 jatt. Unitravel 
Charters. 
The end of the semester 
is in sight and this time, for 
me, so is the end of school. 
Joyous as I am, many things 
that I never got around to 
checking into are starting to 
haunt me. Maybe it's not 
too late for you to find out 
some of those things. 
Take the time to check 
out about Pan American's 
health services. Ask quest-
ions. Have someone tell you 
why there is only one part-
time doctor, one nurse and 
no real lab services. Don't 
take the excuse that because 
we're a commuter school we 
don't need it, or because 
we're so small we don't 
need more. Other schools 
have it all; we should too. 
Find out something 
about student housing. Why 
no married student apart-
ments owned by the school 
available at low costs? What 
about the antiquated dorm 
rules that apply to our stu-
den_ts? 
Ask about these evalua• 
tion sheets we fill out every 
· semester on our classes and 
professors. What exactly 
do they do? Can we be 
forced to fill them out? 
Get involved in student 
government. Or at least let 
them know what you're 
thinking. It may not seem 
the best way to get 
changes made. but it's about 
the only way to be heard 
right now. 
Don·t let all your 
unanswered questions 
haunt you. Air your gripes. 
If you take the time, may-
be some of the things you 
care about will be changed 
to suit you while they're 
still around to enjoy them. 
- -~.fargot Hicks 
Twenty cents a line with a 
minimum of $1 each inser-
tion payable in advance 
Bring ad copy to The Pa~ 
American office, Emilia 
Hall 100. Deadline-Friday 
noon. (To animate cost ,n 
advance, count 25 letters 
and spaces per line.) 
~e Custom CJee 
201 CE. tfl,fclrityre 
CVesigriers C& cp11riters if 
Quality Custom ~l/irts 
By Orthal Booford 
Let's face it: some of us 
haven't studied for our final 
exams. So, not any too 
soon, here are a few quick 
tips for getting through this 
most trying time. 
Just a few short "Do's" 
and ''Don'ts" from my new 
book about how to take 
final exams for fun and 
profit. The title of the book, 
by the way, is "Booford's 
Strategies" or just plain 
''BS'' for short. 
First, let's consider a 
few "Do's:" 
Do eat something before 
the exam. While there are 
some excuses for fainting 
during a final exam (see 
next paragraph), malnutri-
tion is not among them. 
Neither are sui:h popular 
tricks as shark bites, 
athlete's foot, diaper 
rash or contagious hangnails. 
Do brush your teeth and 
use a good mouthwash 
before the exam. It lessens 
the possibility of the per-
son in front of you passing 
out if you ask for an 
answer. 
Do use the restroom, 
preferably twice. before 
going in to take the exam. 
You don't want to draw any 
attention to yourself or 
embarass yourself in any 
way. Especially THAT way. 
Do wear glasses during 
the exam even if you don't 
normally do so. It's a 
well known fact that people 
who wear glasses look more 
studious. Maybe the pro-
fessor will give you the 
benefit of the doubt on a 
point that could go either 
way. 
Do answer any questions 
to which you might acci-
dentally know the correct 
Notes On A 
Flayed Cuff 
Finals Exama 
answer. This sounds silly, 
maybe, and not likely to 
happen. But just remember 
that every point counts and 
if you answer a question 
correctly, it can't hurt you. 
Do stay abreast of the 
latest excuses being used 
to delay taking final exams. 
Hurricanes, floods, earth-
quakes, Republicans and 
other natural disaters don't 
work as excuses any more. 
They·ve been used too 
many times. For those of 
you who don't have an 
excuse yet, here are a few 
from this year's list that are 
still available: 
"I just got back from 
overseas. 1 was mailed to the 
state capital in a baggie full 
of dry ice to see if 1 had 
rahies after I bit a postman." 
"I stopped for a hitch-
hiker who hijacked my 
bicycle and forced me to 
peddle him to Cuba.'' 
·'[ just got out of the 
hospital. I tripped whih.: 
grazing in the back pasture, 
was mistaken for a horse 
with a broken leg and shot. 
nervous and set fire to 
yourself during the exam. 
You could be seriously 
burned, or even worse, 
your cheat notes could be 
destroyed. And whatever 
you do, don't carry an ice 
pick. If somebody tries to 
put out the fire with it, 
your cheat notes might 
be mangled beyond 
recognition. 
Don't threaten the 
professor with physical 
abust! unlt!SS given per-
mission to do so prior 
to the exam. This some-
times excites a professor 
who doesn't expect it and 
can cause him to flee the 
building m frar of 
losing a life - - his. Then 
there's no one to collect 
the final exams. which is tht! 
main reason the profess<?r 
is there. 
Don't try to bluff your 
way through a question that 
can't be quickly answered 
with your cheat notes. Just 
quietly cut out the hard 
question with a razor 
blade , fold up the evidence 
and swallow it. (The 
question. not the razor 
blade.) Then you can 
honestly say that you 
answered every question on 
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Changes for Freshm,an 
English Courses Seen 
Changes in the required 
freshman English courses 
will take place in the fall, 
according to Dr. Frederick 
von Ende, head of the 
English and Mass Communi-
cations Department. 
Presently, English 130 I, 
Rhetoric and Composition. 
consentratcs on composi-
tion skills and 1302, 
Rhetoric and Literature. is a 
continuation of 130 I with 
an introdudion to literature. 
The new 1301 will concen-
trate on the main compo-
sition skills of scntem:es, 
paragraphs and essays. A 
more sophisticated typl· of 
essay development ineluding 
argumentation, logic and a 
n:seard1 project for a 
research paper will be dcalt 
with in the nt!w 1302 class, 
according to von Ende. 
In the fall the faculty 
voted to change lhl· 
format of freshman Engltsh 
A need for greater trainmg 
in composition skills was 
recognized. ·'Th is nt>ed has 
been seen nationwide," 
stati:d von Ende. •·Nationally 
c.:ollege cnl r·mce exams in 
this field LJve been falling 
drastic.illy in the last few 
years:• von Ende added. 
The freshman course 
committee is now selecting 
new texts for the nl'W 
courses. English 1300, 
Fundamentals of Written 
C'ommunkations, will st ill 
be offered as an elective 
course in the fall. For tht' 
summer scssions the present 
sysll!m will be i:ontinul•cl 
for 1301 and 1302. 
ROTC to Have Dining-out 
Air Force ROTC' at Pan 
Am will have its last Dining-
Out May 14 from 7 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. in the Hilton Inn 
of McAllen. 
The custom of dining-
ing i:crcmony and dance. 
Cadets to tw commis-
sioned are Pahlo G. Cortina, 
Blllcc R. hrncs, Michael 
J. Finan, Antonio Garcia. 
Hardin E.. <.;win, John R. 
Irvin, Michad J. Polito. 
Irma Rubio and Mark F. 
Weisman. 
All detachment person-
nel and t~eir guests arc 
invited lo the dinner. 
out as practiced in n1ili- ·---------------------. 
tary services is so old I G f h B" t • I D I 
that its beginning has almost I reat or t e 1cen enn1a ance I 
been lost in shadows of I Si'loeyoucaitgoaroundsaying~terrific, I 
antiquity, according to letrv w~doitforu--..
1 Air Force ROTC at Pan I ....... Y-JU11:-> 1 -
Am. What it is, is a very I /_, ..... 'h. .. ~ 
formal dinner. -.-.--, 
Following the dinner, I 
Dr. J.C. Nichols, vice prcsi-• I 
dent for Academic Affairs, I 
will address the group. 
Following the speech by I 
Dr. Nichols there will be an I 
awards presentation and I 
after that the commission- I 
Now, a few "Dont's:" 
Don't put cheat notes 
directly on your body. 
Some professors may 
require everyone lo strip 
and submit to a search 
before the exam. While this 
is usually the best part of 
the class, it's no fun being 
hosed down and having to 
drip dry because no one 
brought a towel. 
your teSl. NAVY RECRUITING------, 
Incidentally, don't 
Don't be m such a hurry 
that you forget to get 
dressed at all. Most pro• 
fessors still require clothing 
to be worn at a!I times 
during, if not before, the 
exam. 
Jf you smoke, don't get 
swallow the razor blade 
even if caught with it. Just 
say you have a really un-
usual way of cleaning your 
ears, then change the sub-
ject. And don·t get talked 
into a demonstration of 
your ear-cleaning method. 
That ·s what happened to 
Van Gogh on one of his 
final exams. 
Don't forget to bring a 
fresh pint of your own 
blood lo the exam. That's 
about what most pro-
fessors require on their 
finals these days. And 
remember this: the "pint 
of blood" rule has not been 
recognized by all depart• 
ments. Some professors 
still want an arm and a leg, 
too. 
Make the most 
of yourself 
in the Navy. 
Qualify, and we'll train you in 
one of over 70 exciting career-
building fields. We'll even help 
you continue or resume your 
education through our Navy 
Campus for Achievement pro-
gram. 
CALL OR VISI~ 
YOUR NAVY RECRUITER 
TODAY 
Lolo Campos ADRC 
Navy Recruiting Station 
El Centro Shopping Mall 
Telephone: 787-5582 
Don't forget that this Or call 800-841-8000 anytime. 
Country Set 
dreams up a 
delicious party 
look. Ankle skirt 
edged with.eyele t 
lace and flounced for 
fun. Shawl to match. 
.. Both in navy and white 
· dotted voile. Crisp 
eyelet camisole 
top m cool white. 
HON.12th Edinburg 383-2432 
final exam business is all a It's toll-free. 
great big game. Other pieces 
mhroidcrcu in red. 
THE BSU 
Every Week 
MONDAY -12 Noon 
at the University 
Center Circle. 
WEDNESDAY -12 
Noon at the BSU 
Lunch (50c) and 
worship 10 a.m. at 
the girls dorm a Bible 
study with Lupita 
Garza. 
THURSDAY-7:30 pm. 
at the boy's dorm a 
Bible study with Gary 
Wilson. 
FRIDAY-12 Noon at 
the Chapel, a servi,·e 
to God. 
-7 p.m. at The 
BSU Koinonia with 
the family. 
Wear the Look of Today. • • 
for a 
Lovely Tomorrow 
cfl/,1 dYt1Jftllill rs,%. cfnc. 
L-!~~C~~!~-~-~!~~-~ 
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Bookstore Buy-Back to Open 
The Pan Am University 
Bookstore will open the 
book buy-back on May 7 
and will keep it open until 
May 31, according to Andy 
Prycer, textbook manager. 
Hard-back books will be 
bought back for half of 
their original cost and paper-
back books will merit one 
third of the owner's cost. 
Conditions determining 
whether or not a textbook 
will be bought back are ( 1) 
that the book has been re-
quested for use during the 
summer sessions by 
professors and instructors 
and (2) if the book is in 
resalable condition. 
In all cases students will 
be required to show their 
Pan Am student ID before 
a__ttempting t_~ sell their 
books back, said Prycer. 
Character Sketch 
Esquire magazine will 
be doing a back to college 
issue this September and the 
editors will be focusing on 
the faculty this year. 
They are asking students 
for character sketches of 
the most unforgettable 
faculty members and will 
pay $50 and give a by-line 
if the piece is published. 
The a:1icle must be I 00 
words or less and must be 
in by May 10. Stories 
should be submitted to 
S. O'Malley. Editorial 
Department, Esquire,,_ 488 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
N.Y., 10022. 
Summer Fun 
Good news is here for 
those who can't live without 
exercising their energetic 
bodies in some form of 
athletics. According to 
Thomas Esparza, director of 
intramurals at Pan Am, the 
Pan American University 
gymnasium wiJl be open all 
summer long. 
Starting June 3 , all PAU 
students are welcome to 
participate in such sports as 
basketball, badminton and 
volleyball. Equipment for 
such games may be checked 
out with a proper identifica-
tion card. 
The gymnasium will be 
open Mondays, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays form 3 to 
6:45 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 2 to 5 p.m. On Fri-
days the gym will be closed. 
The open field will be 
available for people to play 
football, soccer and other 
sports. 
For the water-going, the 
swimming pool will be open 
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday. 
Trainee Posi'tion 
Several fuJl-time and 
part-time research trainee 
positions are open for 
the summer session in the 
minority biomedical 
support program at Pan 
American University. 
Stipends for the 
three-month period will be 
FOR CLASSROOM· 
INSTRt1CTJ.ONAL M-A TERIAL 
The School Room 
of Dick Office Supply 
1807 N. 10th McAllen 682-6306 
Sl,200, according to Dr. N. 
L. Savage, program director. 
Students selected for the 
summer program can con-
tinue during the 1976-77 
academic year as half-time 
trainees with $600 per 
semester stipends. further 
information may be obtained 
from Dr. Savage's office in 
room 228 of the Science 
Building. 
VetsBB-Q 
All veterans both mem-
bers and prospective mem-
bers of the Veteran's Organi-
zation, are extended a cordial 
invitation to attend an end-
of-the-semester barbecue 
sponsored by the organiza-
tion, according to Ramiro 
Tijerina, organization 
president. 
The barbecue will be 
held at AnzaJduas' Park in 
Mission at 2 p.m. on 
May 14. 
Dedication 
Pan American University's 
new S 1.5 million Business 
Administration Building was 
formally dedicated in cere-
monies at 2 p.m. on May 4. 
Dr. Ralph Schilling, 
president of Pan Am, gave 
the welcome address 
followed by comments from 
David Farb, chairman of 
the Pan Am Business 
Advisory Council and Robert 
Farris, president of the 
Valley Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Morris Atlas, a McAJlen 
attorney and former 
chairman of the Pan 
American Board of Regents, 
gave the dedication address. 
Refreshments and an 
open house followed, and 
tours were conducted by 
members of Alpha Kappa 
Psi and Phi Chi Theta 
professionaJ fraternities. 
Final Issue 
This will be the final 
issue of The Pan American 
for the 1975-76 academic 
year. The first issue for the 
fall semester will be pub-
lished in August and will 
contain the class 
schedule . 
As the spring semester 
draws to a close, the editor 
and the staff of The Pan 
American would like to 
express their gratitude to all 
readers, both students and 
faculty, who contributed 
information, articles and 
opinions to each issue of the 
newspaper. 
Initiation 
Thirty one students were 
initiated into active member• 
ship at the Kappa Delta Pi 
spring initiation ceremony. 
Compatriot in Education 
Awards were given to 
Dr. Irene Grazier, Dr. Martha 
Kinard and Mrs. Virginia 
Davis, all of the P AU 
Education Department. 
Guest speaker was 
Dr. George Thompson, a 
professor at PAU 
Brownsville Center. 
SNEA Initiation 
The Pan American Uni-
versity chapter of the Stu-
dent National Education 
Association (SNEA), 
held their annual initiation 
banquet April 24 at Wyatt's 
cafeteria of McAllen. 
New officers installed at 
the gathering were Abel 
Galvan, president; Estella 
Loredo, vice presidentr Gigi 
Lozano, secretary-treasurer 
and Vicenta Reyna reporter-
historian. ' 
Dr. N.K. Ohlendorf, asso-
ciate professor in the Depart-
I DOWNTOWN EDINBURG I 
- ·l 
}~ OVER 15,IXJO RECORDS ~- , ' 
~ 11 ~ Forthe .JACK 
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ment of Secondary Educa-
tion at Pan Am, was the 
guest speaker. Moses Osborn 
swore in the new officers. 
Donation 
Pan American Univer-
sity's infant mass communi-
cations program doesn't 
have so many struggJes that 
it can' t help a school that is 
having a rougher time. 
Like PAU, the University 
of Sri Lanka in the former 
British colony of Ceylon, 
has a new mass communi-
cations program. Unlike 
PAU, however, the oriental 
school seems to have no 
money to buy library_ books. 
.Kecently wnen Ile an-
swered a research question-
naire sent out by Dr. Bruce 
Underwood, associate pro-
fessor of English and mass 
communications at PAU, 
the chairman of the mass 
communications program of 
Sri Lanka wrote that his 
school was in urgent need of 
books. 
P AU's two full-time mass 
communications faculty 
members, Assistant Professor 
Harry Quin and 
Dr. Underwood, took some 
30 volumes from their 
personal shelves and sent 
them to the foreign school. 
Dr. Wimal Dissanayake, pro-
fessor of mass communica-
tions at the University of 
Sri Lanka, has written to 




ALL SEATS $1.00 
-l'LI IIKIIMAII 
-i.TR 
THEY ONLY BITE 
ATNIGKTI 
PLUS 
DREAM NO EVIL 
(A Nightmare of,Unexpected 
Terror) 
Dr. Lee 
Political Science faculty 
member, Dr. Kuo-Wei Lee, 
had an article titled ''Harold 
D. Lasswell's Sociopsy-
choanalytic Approach" 
published by the "Political 
Science Review" (India) in 
the April/June issue of 
1975. 
Lasswell is one of the 
noted academic leaders in 
behavioral sciences. His 
socio psychoanalytic 
approach, largely drawn 
from Sigmund Freud's 
psychoanalytic doctrine, 
provides an additional 
perspective with which 
to view personality and 
societies. 
To Lasswell, the 
dynamics of politics is 
caused by the tension level 
of individuals in society. 
Psychologically, the pursuit 
of power, or the demand for 
deference, 1s the supreme 
value for the poll tic al 
personality in a network 
of interpersonaJ relations 
in the society. 
Donor Cards 
Pan Am students who 
donated blood during the 
blood drive sponsored by 
the Veterans Organization 
on April 19-20 may pick up 
donor cards at Emilia Hall, 
according to Fred Corona, 
chairman for the blood 
drive. 
El Ceacro Mall 
717-7512 
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May 28, Friday 
Registration at the 
Brownsville center by ap-
pointment only. 
center only. 
July 6, Tuesday 
First term final examina-
tions-Edinburg campus 
only. 
July 6, Tuesday 
Registration for Browns-
ville classes by appoint-
ment for second summer 
term at Brownsville 
center. 
Building H 
H - Office Building H 
LA - Liberal Arts Bldg 
LB - Library 
MTC - McAllen Teacher 
Center 
NB - Nursing Bldg 
0 Gym - Field House 
PE - Physical Education 
Bldg 
PE Gym - Physical Educa-
tion Bldg. 
PLAN - Planetarium 
General Information 
May 31, Monday 
Registration, the exact 
time of each student's 
appointment appears on 
the registration permit in 
his registration packet. 
No student will be 
admitted to the registra-
tion packets will be 
mailed on or about May 
25 for new applicants 
and currently enrolled 
undergraduate students 
and graduate students 
who had their card 
July 7, Wednesday 
Registration for Edin-
burg or Brownsville 
classes by appointment 
for second summer term 
at Edinburg campus. 
July 8, Thursday 
Pool - Physical Education 
Bldg 
PSJA - PSJA Teacher Bldg 
SB - Science Bldg 
General Information 
ADMISSION 
All students must file an 
application for admission if 
they were not enrolled at 
Pan American University 
during the spring semester 
1976, Students enrolled at 
Pan American University for 
the spring semester 1976 
should go by the registrar's 
office and have their card 
pulled in order to receive an 
appointment packet for 
registration. AU beginning 
freshmen must file high 
school transcripts, certifica-
tion of required immuniza-
tions, and ACT or SAT 
test scores. Transfer students 
must have on file an official 
transcript sent directly from 
each college previously 
attended before admission 
can be granted. Transfer 
students who expect 
summer session need only 
present a letter of standing 
from their dean or registrar 
of the last college they 
attended. Transfer students 
must also submit a certifi-
cation of required immuni-
zations. 
APplications for admis-
sion may be obtained from 
the Admissions Office 
during office hours (Mon-
day thru Friday 8-4: 30) 
or may be requested by mail 
or phone. 
DROPPING A COURSE OR 
WITHDRAWING FROM 
THE UNIVERSITY 
Any student who wishes 
to drop a course or with-
draw from the university 
should do so by obtaining 
the proper form from the 
Office of the Registrar, by 
obtaining the required signa-
tures on the form, and by 
returning the completed 
form to the Office of the 
Registrar. 
TUITION 
(I) Residents of Texas: 
$4 per semester credit 
hour with a minimum 
of $25 per semester. 
(2) Non-residents (stu-
dents who are resi-
dents of another state 
or of any country 
other than the U.S. 
of America not on 
the coordinating 
board list of approved 
countries): $40 per 
semester hour with 
no mimirnum per 
semester. 
(3) Non-residents (stu-
dents who are citizens 
of any country other 
than the U.S. of 
America ( which is on 
the ooordinating 
board list of approved 
countries or who at-
tended a Texas public 
institution of higher 
education prior to 
June 19, 1975): $14 
per semester credit 
hour with a minunum 
of $100. 
(4) Nursing students: $25 
per semester for resi-
dent or non-resident 
nursing students en-
rolled for 6 or 
more semester credit 
hours. Note: Nursing 
students enrolled for 
less than 6-semester 
hours will pay an 
amount proportion-
ately less than 
6-semester credit 
hour students, but 
not less than $20. 
Only students offi-
cially accepted by 
the nursing depart-
ment will qualify 
under this classifica-
tion. 
(S) A teaching assistant, 
research assistant, or 
other student em-
ployee of Pan Ameri-
can University is en-
titled to register 
himself, his spouse, 
and their children by 
paying the tuition 
fees required for 
Texas residents, 
without regard to 
the length of time 
he has resided in 
Texas; provided the 
student employee is 
employee at least 
1/2,time in 
a position which re-
lates to his degree 
program. 
(6) A non-resident stu-
dent holding a com-
petitive scholarship 
of at least $200 for 
the academic year 
for which he is en-
rolled is entitled to 
pay the fees required 
of Texas residents 
without regard to 
the length of time 
has resided in Texas, 
provided that he 
competes with other 
students for the 
scholarhip and that 
the scholarship be 
awarded by a scholar-
ship committee offi-








(7) Student service fee: 
$3 per semester credit 
hour, with a maxii-
mum of $1 5 for 5 
or more semester 
credit hours. 
(8) Building use fee:: $3 
per semester credit 
hour. 
(9) Laboratory fee: $2 to 
S 10. 
(10) Individual instruction 
fee: $20 per one-
semester credit hour 
course and $35 per 
two-semester credit 
hour course. 
(I I) Bowling fee: S 15. 
(12) Parking permit fee: 
S 1.50 (Edinburg 
campus valid until 
Aug. 31, 1976); $2 
(Brownsville campus 
valid June 1 thru 
July 2, 1976); $2 
(Brownsville campus 
valid July 'l- thru 
Aug. 31. 1976). 
(13) Late registration fee: 
$5. 
(14) Change of schedule 
fee: $2 
(15) Audit fee: $10 per 
course plus student 
service fee of $5 per 
course. 
(16) Replacement of ID 
card: $5. 
(17) Horsemanship fee: 
$75 . 
REFUNDS 
A student who withdraws 
the first through the fourth 
class day may receive a re-
fund of 75%, after the fourth 
day there is no refund. Sat-
pulled at the registrar's 
office. 
June I , Tuesday 
Classes begin at the 
Brownsville Center 
campus. 
June 2, Wednesday 
Classes begin at the 
Edinburg campus. First 
day for late registration 
and schedule changes on 
either campus. 
June 3, Thursday 
Last day to register or 
make necessary changes 
in class schedule. 
June 5, Saturday 
Fourth class day , last day 
to receive 75% tuition or 
fee refund. After this 
date no refund. •••Note: 
Offices are not open on 
Saturday therefore all 
changes must be com-
pleted before 4 p.m. on 
Friday, June 4. 
June 11, Friday 
Last day to drop a course 
or to withdraw from the 
University without having 
a grade recorded. 
July 2, Friday 
First term final exam-
inations-Brownsville 
urday is classified under this 
schedule as a class day re-
gardless of class schedule. 
Refunds will only be made 
if the student has officially 
withdrawn through the 
Registrar's and Business 
Affairs' offices. 
Tuition is payable in full 
at the time of registration. 
If a student plans to pay his 
registration fees by check, 
he should bring with him a 
check foqn printed by his 
bank. 
CLASS OFFERINGS 
The university reserves 
the right to cancel any class 
listed on the schedule if 
registration does not justify 
offering the class. Since the 
schedule printed in this 
announcement is tentative, 
there can be no guarantee 
that classes will be offered 
at the time indicated. It is 
possible that other sections 
may be added if the demand 
is sufficient. 
Classes begin at Browns-
ville Center campus only. 
July 9, Friday 
Classes begin at Edinburg 
campus. First day for late 
registration and schedule 
changes on either campus. 
July 12, Monday 
Last day to make chances 
in class schedule. 
July 13, Tuesday 
Fourth class day. Last 
day to receive 75% tui-
tion or fee refund, after 
th.is date no refund. 
July 16, Friday 
Last day to drop a course 
or to withdraw from the 
university without having 
a grade recorded. 
August 1 1, Wednesday 
Second term final exam-
inations-Brownsville 
campus only. 
August 12, Thursday 
Second term final exam-
inations-Edinburg 
campus. only. 
August 15, Sunday 
Commencement exercises. 
(All comment lines with-
in the schedule precede the 
specific course and section 
it affects.) 
ABBREVlA TIO NS AND 
SYMBOLS 
Buildings: West Campus 
AB - Administration Bldg 
BA - Business Administra-
tion Building 
BSU Baptist Student 
Un{on 
C of C - Church of Christ 
COURT - Tennis Court 
EB - Engineering Bldg. 
ED - Education Bldg 
FA - Fine Arts Complex 
FB - Fine Arts Complex 
FC - Fine Arts Complex 
Field - Playing Field next 
to Old Gym 
Field - ROTC - next to 
SH - Southwick Hall 
SCSI - Student Center for 
Social Involvement 
Buildings: East Campus 
Art I - Art Bldg 
DR A - Drama Workshop 
DR B - Drama Workshop 
IE - Industrial ED Bldg 
OAB - Old Adminsitration 
Bldg 
OSB - Old Science Bldg 
Miscellaneous: 
Golf - Golf course, E.dinburg 
Miss Mission Teacher 
Center Mission 
MTC - McAllen Teacher 
Center McAllen 
P Bowl Park Bowl, 
Edinburg 
PSJA - PSJA Teacher 
Center, Pharr 
WTC - Weslaco Teacher 
Center, Weslaco · 
ACT - American College 
Testing (Program) 
Arr - To be arranged 
M - Monday only 
Tu - Tuesday only 
W - Wednesday only 
Th - Thursday only 
F - Friday only 
S - Saturday only 
MWF - Denotes classes 
meeting Monday Wednes-
day, and Friday 
TT - Denotes classes meet-
ing Tuesday and Thursday 
MW - Denotes classes meet-




EH - Eidman Hall 
T - Tandy Building 
G - Gorgas Hall 
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This schedule is to be completed by the department representive 
as the class card~ are obtained a~d is to be khpt Er. the student 
for use after registration as a directory for is classes. for Summer School 
























Room No, Ineuuctor 
FIRST TERM 
Tuesday, July 6, 1976, is final examinallon day 
for the first term of the 1976 summer session. The 







7:45 a.m.-9:45 a.m. 
10: a.m.-12;00 a.m. 
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
2:45 p.m.-4 :45 p.m 
5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 
SECOND TERM 
Thursday, August 12, 1976, is final examinallon 
day for the second tenn of the 1976 summer session. 







7:45 a.m.-9 :45 a.m. 
l0:00 a.m.-12:00 a.m. 
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
2:4S p.m.-4:45 p.m. 
5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 
~ NAME. _________ _ SOC.SEC.NO, ___ _ 
Please do not deviate from the above schedule 
without clearance from the Dean of your school. If, 
however, a student in one section of a class wishes to 
take an examination with another session of the same 





This schedule is to be completed by the department representive 
as the class cards are obtained and is to be khpt Er. the student 
for use after registration as a directory for is classes. 






Period Time Period Time 
i s: o'o'='"9: 30 s 2: 40-4: 10 
2 9:40-11:10 6 4:20- 5:50 
3 11:20-12:50 7 6:00- 7:55 
4 1: o_o_-_2_: s_o_, O s s: 05-10 :o =o==============:::; 
~Q 
~ 
STUDl"T ■ .___....I 







2 .Student Center Cefeterle. 
Sneck Ber, Booknore, 
Student Affairs 
3 . Office Bulfdlng1 
4 . Emilie Hell 
5 . Residence Hell for Women 
6. Residence Hell for Men 
7 .Science Building 
8 .Centrel Cooling Plant 
9.Educetlon Building 
10. Trefflc Secrulty 
11. Phv1icai Plant Compound 
12. Health & Phys. Ed. Complex 
13. Old Gvmnask.om 
14. Fine Art1 Complex 
16. Southwick Hall 
16, Library 
17. Chapel 
1a EnginMrlng Building 
19. Liber•I Arts Building 
20. Aatro-Scl•nce Complex 
21. Nursing Building 
22. 8. A . Building 
J .C. Nichols 
Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 





3. Student Center 
4 . Tandy 
5. PAU Office Bldg. 
6. Eidman Hall 




11 . Tennis Courts 
12. Art-Radio/TV 
13. Bldg, 95 
14. Busineu Services 
15. Swimming Pool 
16. Parking 
First Summer Session 1976 
Edinburg Campus 
Undergraduate Courses 
, UT IUMN[lt IUIION 1'7'•H tOINIUIIG CAM,US UNOERGRADUATt COURSU 
·······························································,··············· .. ·•····• COUIIIE COURI[ ! IT Lt DAY & '£11 I 00 , ACUL TY ,c.: 111.DG, UN I QU[ 
NUNl[lt NUHl[II 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••H•111111 
CACC I Accounting 
UU,11 '"IN o, ACCOUNTINt NTWT, 1 DR ITRONC u 1U 11142 nu,,a '"IN o, ACCOUNTING HTwr, I 011 ITIIONG u 118 cno H21,ll INT[II ACCOUNTING I MTWTr 1 HR HARDY 11A 121 01144 HU,11 INCOH[ TAX PROC[OUR[ MTWTr 3 HR HAIIOY 8A 121 uu, 021,11 ADYANC[D ACC0UNTIN' MTWTr • MIi IROUGH BA 121 ,no 4H4,ll AUCITING IHWTr 2 HR IIIOUGM 8A 121 GIH7 
UEIIOJ Aerospace Studies 
4Ul,i1 ,110,c1s10NAL 0,,1ctR IITWT, l MIi CONTll[IIAI HUI 11111 '4JH ~Al A ,.c,,1s10NAL o,,,c,• Alf• MIi CONTIIUAI AIIR CHli 
CANTMI Anthropology 
ANTH 1323,ll••~AT NOT 8[ TAMlN roR CRlOIT 1, ITUD[NT HA$ HAO SOC 2343, 
1323,11 THl HUMAN ,RLllN! NTIIT, 3 MIi TIIOTTtR .. 3 01113 
ANTH 4317,ll••l[QU[NTIAL ll(GISTRAT10N ,oR u, TO NIN( HOURI IS '[RNITTEO AS TO,IC5 VART, 
To,1c HAY NOT IE RL,[ATEO roR CREDIT 1, TAMEN ,RtVIOUILT AS [ITM[R IOC 
4317, 4311, OR 4~19, 
4387,11 S'EC SOCIO CULT IS5UCI IITIIT, 1 ITA,, £8 111 [1114 
ANTM 4311,ll••S[QUCNTIAL R[GIITRATION roR u, To NINE HOURI IS '[RNITT[O Al ro,1c1 VAIIT, 
T0,1c HAY NO! I[ "''CAT[O roR Cll[OIT 1, TAM[N ,RtVIOUILY Al [JTH[R IOC 
4317, 4311, OR 4flV, 
4111,11 s,rc SOCIO C~LT IIIU[I HTWTr 2 ITA,, ,1 111 , •••• 
Do You plan to graduate in May 1977? 
UAT ' Art 





















,~cTo AS ART ,01111 
PAINTING Ill 
,RT SUAVE'T 
P[RC & cx,R IN AHT 






MTWT' 2 3 
HTwr, 4, 
~TwTr 4, 
NTIITr 4 ' 
HTIITr 1 2 
HTwTr 2 3 
IITWTr 3 
HTWTF' 1 





BA 1331,;1 •• sct ALSO Ace , c~. tco, 
1331,11 INTRO TO iUSINESS 










1381,91 PE~SONAL rJNANCE 
333,,11 aus,~css COMMUNICATION 
3341,11 ELEM BUS & [CO S!AT 
3362,81 PE~iONNEL HANAG[H[NT 
3J6J,91 PRCOUCTION MANAGEMENT 
3371,91 PRIN or HARKETIN'. 
337~,11 AETAl~INC 






CLC TESTA"tNT SUHVEY 
h[> TESTAMt~! SUHYEY 
EleL£ CVEAyOAY LIVING 








"™" 1 HTWT, 2 
BIOL 1411••LABCAATORIES••CH00SE 
1481 LA9 A C[h[RAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAB B C[h[AAL e101.UGY 
1401 LAB C C[hERAL BIOLOGY 
1401 LABO C[h[RAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAB E C(h[RAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAB r CEh[RAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAB G CEh[RAL BIOLOGY 
1491 LAB H CEht~AL BIOLOGY 
140i,91 CEh[IIAL BIOLOGY 
ON[, 
BIOL 141~••1.ABCAATOAIES••CHOOS[ 
1412 LAB A CEhERAL BIOLOGY 
14ta LAB 8 CEhERAL BIOLOGY 
140i LAB C GEh[RAL BIOLOGY 
ON[, 
2403,11 ANATO"Y AND PHYSIO~OGY 















BIOL 2413••L>BORATOAIES••CMOOSE ON£, 
2413 LAI A >N,TOHY AND PHYSIOLOGY HTIITr 1 
2403 LAB 8 ANjTQHY ANO PHYSIOLOGY HTWTr 2 
2413 I.ABC ANATOMY AND PMYSIOLOCY HlWTr 3 
2483 LAB D ANATOMY ANO PMYSIQLOOY HTWTr 4 
3411,1111 EACT£AIOL0GY HTWTF' 2 
BIOL 3411••LA8CAAT0AIES••CH00SE ON[, 
3411 LAB A EACTCAIOLOGY IITWT, 1 
3411 LAIB BACTERIOLOGY HTWTr 3 
3417,11 CO~PAAATIY[ EHBRTOLOGT 11Twrr 3 
BIOL 3417••L,BCAATOAIEl••CH00Sl ONE, 
3417 LAB A CO~PARATIV[ LMBAYOLOGY HTWTF' 1 
3417 LAB 8 CO~PAAATIV[ EHBRYOLOGY MTWTr 2 
3498,11 PLANT HORPMOLOGY HTWTF' 1 
BIOL 341f••LABCAATOAIES••CH00SE 
34ee LAB A PLANT HORPHOLOGY 
3411 LAB B PLiNT MORPHOLOGY 
4111,11 BIOLOGY SiMINA~ 






BIOL 4412••L•BCR•TORIES••CMOOSE ONE, 
441i LAB A ~A~IN[ IOOLOGY MTWTF' 3 






INTRO COHPuTEAS 'ROG HTWTr 2 
INTRO COMPUTERS PAOG MTwT, 3 
PROGRAMHINO LANGUAGES ARR 
1c '"1 Community Services 
3333,11 s,rc TOPICS IN soc 1ss ARI! 
4•1~,11 'LC EXP[R COMH S£RVIC[ ARR 
ccH'"' Chemistry 
1411,11 GE~[IIAL CH[MIITAT 
CHEM 141S••LA8CRATO~ICS••CH001t ONE, 
1411 LAB A GthERAL C~[HIITRY MTWTr 3 
141l LAI 9 GE~t~AL CH[HISTRT MTWT, 4 
3411,11 ORGANIC CH[HIITAT HTWTr I 
CMEH 3411•eL,ABCIIATOAJ[S••CM001[ 
3411 LAI A CAGANIC CHEHIITAT 
3411 LAB I CRGANJC CH[HISTRT 
4at1,11 CM[HISTRY PROILEHI 
4212,11 CM[HISTAY ,AOIL[MI 
ON[, 
ic:R1.11 Criminal Justice 
"'"" 3 MTWT, • 
AM~ 
AIIR 










































































CIIIJ 2~31,11••,AY NOT 1£ TAK£N 1, STUDENT HAS CREDIT ,oR Ltl 2311, 


















R[►CARSAL & 'EArORII 
AEM[ARIAL & 'tR,ORII 
IU~ TH[AT WOHklMO, 
SU" THtAT IIOIIKSHD, 
SUH THEAT IIORKSNO, 
SU, TH[AT WORKSND, 
~[~[ARSAL & P[R,ORM 
R[~[AAIAL & P[RrOIIM 
~ORLO THEATRE Hl~T I 
R[h[ARSAL & 'ER,OIIH 
RE►[A1154L. 'CRrORH 
PROILtHS IN ACTING 
THCATII[ MANA~E ,~tLICI 
ll[M[AIIIAL • 'ERrURII 
R[H[ARIAL • 'ER,ORH 
IIEl[AIICH IN !H[AJRE 
































ra 221 IH24 
4,11 re 215 Jll25 
4,18 r8 228 M1•2• 
4,11 AA 117 [IISJ 
4,11 re 21, A1•21 
4, •• [8 161 11621 
4,11 ra 211 Cl629 
re aae 01u1 ,e 212 uu1 
re 212 ,ana 
•••• rB 212 ,1,31 
4,11 re 212 H■134 
4,1, r8 212 11,s, 



































4,11 $8 1 





















SB 112 0112' 
$8 112 , .... 
SB 112 ,1121 
58 lla GIUI 
4,11 SB 211 Kl671 
sa 2ae AH71 
$8 221 tH72 
4,11 SB 111 Mll31 
sa 123 AIIU 
SB 123 81134 
4,11 S8 111 Cll35 
SB 222 01131 
58 222 U137 
SB u1 ,11u 
4,11 SI 118 (;1139 
H 111 HH41 
SB 111 11141 
IA 119 ,11,. 








SB 2U 11145 
SB au CH46 
4,11 11 a11 Ott47 
18 211 Uto 
II 211 FHO 
4,11 ARR ;lt5t 
4,1. A~R Htt,1 
NI 123 CHU 
NI 123 OHH 
AIIR 
UR 
,a us ,au, 
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4111,12 
mo , Economics 
2351,U 
u,1,12 
PRIN or ECO•"ACRO 
PRIN or Eco.MACAO 
l!TWTF' 3 





ECO 23'1,13••ECO 2351,13 M[ETS 7 PM ~ONOAY roR 11 ~CEKS, 
u,1,n PRIN or ECo-NACRO •RR STArr 






INSTRUCTN~ TECHNOLOGY KTWTr 4 
INSTRUCTNL TECHNOLOGY KTwTr 3 
EO"CATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY HTWTr 1 
[OuCATIONAL ~SYCHOLOGY HTWTr 3 
£0 3313,l1••rOP MIDDLE [AST STUOY 
3313,11 ►IST & PHIL o, ED 
TOUR ONLY, 
ARR 
33e3,12 ►IST & PHIL or £0 
3311,11 CHILO GROWTH & OLY 
3311,12 CHILD GROWTH & DEV 
3312,11 TEST NEAS C GUIDANCE 
3313,11 CHILDRENS Ll!ERA!UR[ 
3321,11 TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS 
3122,11 TC~NG BILINGUAL ~HILO 
3123,11 TEACHING READING 
3123,12 TEACHING READING 
3326,11 TC~NG ELEM SCIENCE 
3327,11 TCkNG SOCIAL SCIENCE 
3321,11 TEACHING ARllHHETIC 
3321,12 TEACHING ARl!HME!IC 
3141,11 ADCL GROWTH I DEV 
3141,12 ADOL GROWTH I DEV 
3142,11 TEST KEAS I GUIDANCE 
3624,11 TC► COMM SKL~ EN~•SPAN 
4112,11 PEPCEPTUAL ~OTA DEVEL 
4lt3,91 INCIV INSTRUCTION L/~0 
4111,11 DIRECTED TtACHIN~ ELEM 
4111,12 CIR£CTED TCACHIN! ELEM 
4~12,11 DIRECTED T£ACHIN! KIND 
4112,12 Cl~CCTED TEACHING KIND 
41,1,11 REIOING IMPROVEHLNT 
41,2,11 TECH & 08SERVATIDN 
4192,12 TECH & 08StRVAT!ON 
4151,11 TC~NG O!SADV L£AHNEA 
4171,11 TESTS ANO MEASUREMENTS 






























£0 4391,t1••~£[TS JUN[ 1, • JULY 31, 
4191,11 MOCAT CUR•DRG KC! HAT NTWTr 1 2 
£0 4392,l1••HCCTS JUN£ 1! • JULY 31, 
4192,11 CR[AT ACT K!NDER!ARTEN HTWTr 3 4 
461i,11 0l11£CTED T[ACHIN!•ELE" ARR 
4111,12 CIP£CTE0 TEACHIN~•ELEN ARR 
4.41,11 OIRECT£0 TEA~HIN!•SEC ARA 
4641,12 CIPECTEO T[ACHING•SEC ARR 
4141,13 OIAECT[O TEACH!NC•SEC ARR 
4141,14 OIAtCTCO TEACHING•~tC ARR 
4141,15 OIP[CTCD T£ACHIN~•SEC ARR 
4.41,16 OIPECT[O T[ACHINli•ltC ARA 


















































































1112 ,14 RHCTDAIC 
MTWTr 4 OR HOLLIDAY 
HTWTr 4 MR RCEO 
KTWTr, MR A"AITAt 
KTWT' 5 MR DELUNA 





18 PAEAtQUISITt ,oR ENG, 
MR ILO,>K 
011 LY,oNo 
HIIS 11091 NION 
KS DlltytA 
F'B 13' Cl695 
BA 119 IUH 
IIA 119 JUU 
8A 118 KUU 
































































































Kl'93 .. , .. . .,., 
LA 121 CU96 
LA UI 0097 
LA UII EUtl 










INC 2113,ll••C AY[RAC[ lk rREIMMAN [NltLISK IS PRERCQUISITE ,oA COUIISU, 
1113,11 ROhGI 4MCA LIT(RATUAC KTWTr I MR ILOOM 
1111, 12 RDhltl AMER LITERATUR[ MTNTF' 3 MRS SCHMIOT 
111,,11 REAOINCI IN lNG LIT 
111,,12 8CA01NCS IN ENC LIT 
MTWT, 1 KA 04VII 
MTWT, 1 DA DUi,AN 
MTWTr 4 MAS AQil~ION 1111,11 READINGS IN ENG LIT 
1117,ll RO~GI G[N Ll![AA!UR[ KTWTr 3 Ml DREYER 
1117,12 AOhGS CtN Ll![AA!UNE 
1119,11 TECH REPORT WAITING 
ENG 331l ,11••12 MAS, tN,LISH I~ PAERE~UISIT[ ,oA 
331l,11 ~ECIEVAL LITERATURE MTWTr 1 
3314,11 TH[ EjCHT[[N!H ClNTURY HTWTF' 3 
3112,ll SURVEY or AH LIT MTWTF' 3 
3ll9,11 CEICRJPTV LINGUl5TICS ~TWTF' 2 
























GtOL 1411,ll•••LL STUDENTS IN GEOI, 1 ◄W1,11 HUST ENROLL IN GEOI. 1411 LAB A, 
LA 111 KHU 
LA 121 UHS 
LA U4 11616 
LA lU CH17 
LA 111 OH .. 
LA lU UH9 












NS 218 Cl6'1 
NB 2u Den2 
E9 11' Kail95 
1411,11 PHYSICAL ltEOLOGY NTWTF' 1 HR ROOG[IIS 4,119 CB 1il7 11196 





























INTRO POL SCIENCl 
AM LECISLATIVE PHOCESS 
AMER JUDICIAL PROCESS 
Health Ed 
~UTAITION AND HEALTH 



















HR 2311,ll••HEETS 1 PK TUESDAY F'QR 12 WEEKS, 
2311,91 INTRO TO HUH RESOURCES TU 12 13 
HR •3m2,e1-•HEETS 7 PH MOkDAY F'OR 12 WEEKS, 
410i,11 ~A~POIIEA PAO~ i INST H 12 13 
'" s I Human Services 
CD~I! HH AOM 11 .AIIA 




















































1333,11 CIVIL THAU CiNTUMIES 
2313,11 •HERICAN H[RITAi,E 
2113,12 AMERICAN HERITAGE 
2313,13 AMERICAN HERITAGl 
2313,1• AMERICAN HEAITACt 
2313,1' AMERICAN HERITAGE 
2313,16 AMERICAN H[RITACl 
231:S,17 AHEAICAN HERITAGE 
2J1J,II ANEAICAN HfAITAGt 
2314,11 AH[RICAN HERITAGE 
2314,12 AMERICAN HtAITAI,~ 
2333,11 GEh SURVEY HIST !tXAS 
2331,12 G[~ SURVEY NIST !£IA$ 
3324,11 rORHATIV( PEN AH NAT 
331~,11 ~£• AH HERITAI,[ 
43,4,11 CO~TtMPORARY HEXICD 
•374,11 CA I CARAS IS SH 1811 
4393,11 EUROPE 1919 TO PM[SCNT 


















"™" 3 MTWTr 3 




SOC LEG ASP[CTS or ALC 
INTRO TRTHT I CONT ALC 
CLINICAL CHEHISTHY II 





INTRO KASS COMMUN HTwT, 1 
PHOTOGRAPHY MTWTr 4 
.OLRNALISK stc TEACHER MTWTr 3 









































CL ,uHCTNi & CORD GEO" 






MAT" ,oR BUSINES~ 
COfltl'UTATIONAL LIN ALG[ 
kllTORY o, MATHEMATICS 
fltOC[RN ALGtilCA 
,ovNo or ANA~Y5J¥ 
CHCRU$ 
•"LICO PIANO 
APPL 1£0 VOi CE 
APPLIED PERCUSSION 







£LEM SCHOOL NUIIC 
CL(K SCHOOL HUIIC 
ELEK SCHOOL MUSIC 
CN lOI Nursing Ed 
2Ul,11 
2613 LAI A 
UH LAI I 
2tH LAI C 
























































ADAPTIVE PHY.ICAL ED 
ADAPTIVE PHY•ICAL £0 











•DAl'TIV[ PHY•ICA~ ED 
•DAl'TIVE l'HYilCAL lO 
F'OLK AND IQUARE DANCE 










COACHING ,ooTIIALL M(N 
TCflt T[AM SPOllTf•WOH(N 
TCflt DANCE ACT•WOHIN 
TC►NG TKILING C ~yH 
TC►NG INDIV •l'TS W 
H0VEM£NT (OUCATJON 
P [ ELEMENTARY ICHOOL 































"™" 3 MTWT, 1 
HTIITF' 3 
MTWTJ' 1 
HII a 3 4 
TM, 1•1 
TH, 1•1 



















































































DRAKELU, RAY K 
SU"', PAU 
OIIAK(LCY, RAY K 
GR[[II, THOHU H 
STCYtN, DAV ID K 
sur,, PAU 






















































PHYJ · 1411••LA8CAATORICS••CH001( ON[, ALL STUD[NTS [NAOLL"CO IN LAI A 












A Ct~tRAI,. PHYSICI Hl,r 1 l!R IMOCKL(Y 
8 GEhCAAL PHYSICS MW' 3 IIA IMOCKLCY 
QA Gt~ERAI, PHYSICI TT 1 MA SHOCKLEY 
01 GE~(AAL PHYSICS TT 1 HA SHOCKL(Y 
~U~IOR LAiORATORY AMII OR GIUOCO 
wU~l0R LAIIOAATORY ARR OR GIUOCO 
St~IOA LABORATORY ARR DA GIUDCO 
S(~l0R LAIIOAATORT ARR 011 GIUOCO 
$[MINAR IN PHYSl~S HTWTr 3 011 i,IUOCO 
Physical Science 




































NI 21• 011H 
11a 114 U1H 
HOIP Cll7J 
AAII [HU 
U U1 ,1121 
IA 111 GH22 





















F'CU18 ,c 119 
ra1uo 
STUDIO 
f'8127l: ,c 113 
~• 1ll9 
































a,H IA 217 ..... 
u 211 cnn 
1,llt .... 
6,111 
1,11 .... ,,.,. , ... , .... 
1,111 
1,11 








































































































t'9Y I Psychology 
,1, 1111,ll••~•Y NOT I[ TAK[N ,011 CR[IIIT 1, STUOCNT HAI HAO ,a, 2111, 
UU,U INTRO TO ,sYCHOLOGY MTIIT, 1 OR NONTGOMUY N8 113 11au 
,1Y 1121,ll••M•Y NOT IC TAK[N ,011 CRC01T 1, STUD[NT HAS HAD ,1, 1an, 
112,.,1 Gt~[IIAL ,a,cHOLOGY MTIITr 9 NII IIISCN[R L• 1U c■au 
,1, 2111,11••"•' NOT IC TAK[N ro11 CRCOIT 1, ITUD[NT HAS HAD ,ay 4311, 
2111,ll IT•T ,011 l[HAV ICllNC[ MTIITr 2 sur, LA ua onu 
H4J,n TIT I NIHTI IN,,, NTWTr 4 HR WlStNER u u• u2u 
OU,ll THEOlll[I or L[AIINJNG HT1n, :, 011 HONTGOM[IIY NI tU ,1214 
<IOC I Sociology 
SOC 1111,ll••M•Y NOT I[ TAK[N ro11 ClltlltT I' STUDCNT HU HAD soc nu. 
UU,11 ,111N or SOCIOLOGY MTIITf' 4 DR REED [8 u• o■au 
IOC 1121,ll••M•Y NOT It !AK[N ,011 CRCOIT Ir STUDENT HU HAO soc nn, 
un,11 STLDY Of' SOC ,110WLlMS "™" 9 su,, LA ua Hl2U 
SOC 2111,ll••H•T NOT Mr !AK[N ro11 CIIEUIT 1r STUOCP.T HAI HAO SOC 4lll, 
2111,11 IT•T f'OII l[~Ay SCllNC[ HT11Tr 2 "''' LA 131 IIU7 UU,11 ClltHlltlOLOGY HTWTr 3 OR IIE[D [B 118 JUU n,~.11 JUVt~ILt OtLINDUlNCY HTl•Tr 1 su,, NI h4 Kl219 
OU,11 jM[RICAN MtNOIIITl[i MTWTr. STA,, NI 113 UZH 
IOC 4117,ll••SlOU[NTIAL N[GIBTRATIDN f'OR u, TO NINC HOURS fl ,tRMITT£0 AS TOPICS VARY , 
To,1c "AY NO! B[ 11c,cAT[O ,011 Cll[OtT 1, TAK[N ,RC¥10UILY as llTH[R ANTH 
4317, 4311, ~II 4619, 
4117,11 IP(C SOCIO CULT 115U[I MTWTr 1 STArf' [8 111 11221 
soc 4311,IS••S[QU[NTIAL H[Gl~TMATION ,oR UP TO NINE HOURS ti ,rRHITTEO Al To,1cs VARY, 
TOPIC MAY ltlOT ., 11£,EAT[O ,oR CRCOtT 1r TAM[N ,Rt¥10UILY AS EITHER AHTH 
4~17, 4311, OR 4~19, 
4111,11 s,cc SOCIO CU~T il~U[S HTWTr 2 STA,, [8 11e Jl66t 
C ■'AIO Spanish 
1,AN llll,fl••hON.s,ANJIH s,tAkfNG, 
UU,11 &c, s,ANISM•NON ~,kNG HTWTr :, OR lhU0RY 
UH,11 llGINNING SPANISH MTIITr 1 OR HEA~Tr ICLD 
un,12 8(GINNING a,ANISH "TIITr 2 HRS CONTll[RAS 
UU ,13 eEGlNNING s,ANISH MTIITr 2 OR lhU011Y 
UU,14 &[GINNING s,ANISH HTWTr 3 su,, 
uu,1, l[GINNIHG SPANISH HTwTr 4 HII REA 
n11,11 INT[IIH[DIAT[ l'ANIIH HTIITr 1 HR HOORt 
21'1,H INT[RH[OIAT[ l'ANISH 'ITWTr 2 DR ANILLO 
2114,11 l'ANIIM LYRIC 'OlTIIY HTWTF' 4 HIIS CONTll[RAI 
nu,11 ,av 1,AN COHPOSIJION MTWTr 3 HR RU 
HH,11 ADV GRAMMAR & SYNTAX HTWTr 2 HR HOORt 
UH,11 s,jM GIIH I COMP CL TCH MTWTr 4 HR IARR(.RA 
4111,11 s,,N AM LIT 1511•1111 MhTr 1 DR ANILLO 
tl'tll Speech 
1Pl,11 VOICE AND PHONETIC~ HTWTr 2 HISS 8&:HRENI 
Ull,12 VOICE. ANO ,HONCTICI MTIIU 2 "S 111111.HT 
1112,11 rUhOAM[NTALS o, .,,ccH HTIITr 1 OR IARtrltLO 
Ull ,12 ruhOAH[NTALS or ~,ECCH HhTr a 011 IA11Ef'ICL0 
1112 ,13 rUhOAH[NTALI or ~,[[CH HTIITr 3 11151 B[HlltNS 
UH,14 ,uhOAHtNTALS or ~,,tcH HTWTr 1 DR H•WLtY 
HH,11 eus1~css • p110, ~,cccH HTIITr l HR "CLEHORE 
Ut7,U INTRO COHH OIIORO[MI HTIITr 1 MS Wlllc;HT 
Hll,11 'LAT'OIIM s,cAKING AIIII HR MCL[HOR[ 
HH,11 SP[[CH CLAISNODH TCHR HTWTr 3 OR IIHITt 
4111,H aM[T CRIT I 'UI AQOACI "T11Tr I HR "CL[H(.'RC 
OH,11 Clll[CTIN' s,~tCH ACT ARII OR IIHITt 
























































,n1,11 •ov MAIIINt IOOLOGY "TwTr I OR JAN[I 4,11 II 111 C:1122 
110~ tlll••L•ICIIATORl[l••CHOOIC ON[, 
HU LAI A AO¥ NAIIIN[ IOOLO'Y MTIITr :, DR JAH[S SB 111 01123 
n,a LAI I A0V MARINE IOOLO'Y HTIITr 4 l'lR JANU SB 111 tU24 
Ul1,11 IIOLDGY GRAD~ATE ICHNR TT 4 OR IIDCI H lU ,■au 
Ull,11 IICL GIIADUAT[ l["INAII n 4 OR IIDU 18 u• Glll26 
uu ,11 ilCL GRAD SC"INAN Tt 4 OR IIDtl H 111 HIZ27 
nu,11 liDU~ICAI. ARR OR IIOtli .... ARR IUH nn,n MAIIIN£ AIIII 011 IIOU 4,.1 ARA Jl229 
nn ,11 MIC~OIIAI. ARit 011 SIDU 4,111 AIIR K1au 
nu,11 IOOLDGICAI, ARR DR IIDU 4,H ARR 41231 
7111,11 THUii AIIII DR SIOU AIIR 11232 
7111,11 THUii ARit OR 110[1 AIIII cean 
C011AIII Drama 
,.11, ll IU~ THUT WONKIHU, HJWTr 3 OR HAWL'Y ,a u, 016U 
HU, U SU~ THEAT WOMKIHU, "WTr 3 DII SMITH f'8 U9 UH7 
CID Education 
nu,11 T,IT I HSAM LL TCH "™'' 2 011 ,u,u10N tD 217 01234 nu,11 TEIT I MSIIN i[C !CH NTWTr 2 011 'HILLIPS ED 116 [U35 ,u1,11 TC~ ll[AO Ire ITUUENT HTWTr 3 OR GENTIL[ to 111 ,u:s, ,ua,u l[C CLIIIM NETH I HAT HTwTr 3 MRS WI 1.LErORO CD 115 Gl237 
nn,,a 1EC CL5RH ME!H I NAT NTIITr i DR GIIATI to 114 HUH 
U71,11 INOIY 01r, SUR~ I TR"T HTIITr 3 ~S MCMILLAN [O 211 Clil614 
Ull, 11 GIIA0UAT[ OIIILNTA!fON HTIITr 1 DR AGUIRRE ED 214 l ■a3t 
n11,n GRADUATE Olll~NTATION MTWT, ' OR HUNTtll [0 117 JHH Ull,U GlljQUAT[ OllllNTA!ION HTWTr 4 OR ,HILLIPS [D 116 111671 Ull,11 INSTIi M[OIA HTIITr 4 su,r [D 117 KU41 
n■a,11 AOVANC[O ,0 PIYCNOLOG'Y HTIITr 2 DR MOOR[ [0 213 U242 
[0 6317,ll••'OR MlDOLt [AIT 'TUOY TOUM ON~Y, 
1117,11 eo,,AAATIV[ iOUCATION 4MII OR IIILLIAHSON ARR IU43 
..... ,1 rOLNO or RtAO IN~TII NTwTr 4 011 AC:UIRII[ [D 217 CU44 
Do You have an F ·on your academic record? 
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[0 131t,l1••TH( R[AOINC: PROCESI IN 811.INGUAL CLAS$ MEETS JUNE 19 • JULY I, 
6119,11 TOPICS IN ll[ADIN~ NTIITr 1 2 OR GONiAL[i 
6111,11 CHILO I ADOLlSC[NT LIT NTIITr 3 HS TAYLOR 
,111,11 •o~ CHILO ,sTCHOLO'Y HTWTr 1 DR rtRGUION 
6111,11 INCIYIDUAI, ED T[STINC: MTIITr l 011 LINSKCY 
1114,11 INC H[NTL TS! WE~HIL[R HTWTr 2 DR CARLSON 
6116,11 ,tRCPTL IAlli LANG DEV HTWTr 9 OR ,£ARSON 
6117,11 PtRC NOTR OEY YNG CHLO MTWTr 4 OR ,t4MSON 
[0 6312,ll••~EITS JUN[ 1•11, 
6122,11 TH[ IILINGUAL CHILD 
tO 1424,ll••~[ETI JUN[ 1•11, 
1124,11 StC LANG TCHNG 
6127,11 SOC ST [L[M ICH CURR 
112,,11 OIAG TEACH or ll[ADING 
613',11 CURii DEV•PROI & PROC 
(0 6135,ll••MEETS JUN[ 1•11, 
HTWTr 3 4 
MTIIT, 1 2 
HTIITr 1 
"™" 2 HTWTr 1 
6135,11 TC~NG [LEM SUIJ WILING HTIITr 4 5 
6141,11 ADV AOOLtlC[NT ,,y HTWTr 3 
[0 6342,tl••RtGIST[A 111TH SP~CIAL ,tAMISSION, 
6142,11 PROIL[HS IN GUIDANCE AMR 
6144,ll IND "[NTL TST STANf'ORO 11T11Tr 4 
6145,11 tO I occu, IN,ORHATION HTWTr 3 
6153,11 T[AC~ OISAOY ICC LEARN MTWTr 9 
6161,11 INTRO COUNSEL I GUID MT11Tr 2 
6162,11 TECH PSYCH0•!H[Ri,, MTIITr 4 
,a,1,11 ,tRIONAL ADJUSTMENT NTIITr I 
[0 6364,ll••AEGISTER WtTH IPECIAL ,tRHISSION, 
6164,11 'IYC~OLOGY O' BEHAVIOR ARR 
1165,11 CO~N5[LING PIIACTICUH HTWTr 1 ••• ,.,a CO~Nl[LING PRACTICUM HTWTr 4 
£0 t!lt,f1••"£GIST[R WJTM s,cclAL ,tAHISSION, 
6166,11 ,ROI TtlTNQ COUNSELING ARR 
6167,11 $T•TIITICAL "ETHDQI HTWTr 4 
1161,ll GRou, CDUNl[LfNG HTWTr 9 
[D 6371,ll••~[[TS JUN[ 2 TO tUN[ 11, 
6171,11 PR•CTICU"•IUP[IIV IION MTWTr 1 2 
£D .37t,11••"t£TS JUN[ 2 TO .,IUII[ U, 
617',11 PIIOI IN [0 su,cRVIIION "TIITr 1 2 
UU,11 •O•IN s, • COMP [0 "™" 3 
[0 6314,fl•••EtTI JUN[ 2 TO ~UN[ u. n,,,11 INTRO [O AOMIN IITIITr l 2 
nn,11 ,u11.1c SCHOOL LAW HTIITr :, 
[D 6311,ll•••EtTI JUN[ 1! TO JULY •• Ull,11 soc10.cuLTRL ,NolN•to HTIITr 3 4 
Ull,12 SOCIO•CULTIIL r~D N•[O NTWTr 4 
[0 1397,11••'011 ll[CION ON[ QN~Y, 





























































































ED 63tl,11••T0 It TAKEN ON~Y I' STUDENT IS coM,LtTING 'LL C[IITl,ICATION AtQUIR[M[NVS 
roA AUGUST, lt76, 
UH,11 INTERN NTH HANAGEM[NT AMII surr ARR tll27t 





AD~ or SCH rACfLITIES 
SOC•POL PROB ANO SUPT 







DR , ll[N,IAHIII 
OR HOLLIDAY 
ARR ,eau 
tO U4 Ht282 
EO U6 11213 
LA 1U 11617 
[NG 63tl,11••TOPIC roR [NGLl~H 63611 
19TH CENTURY• -
IIEI.IGIOUS/EOUCATIONAL CONTAOV[RltY IN 
6361,11 STUDIES IN [NG LIT OR MITCHELL LA u, CHU 
ENG 6171,ll••TOPIC F'ON ENGLISH 63711 AMERICAN LITERATURE o, TM[ ,,,r1cs. 
6171,11 STU01ES IN AN[R I.IT HTIITr 3 DR OCAN LA 119 0161t 
"
0v" Government 
COYT 9363,11••~AY NOT It TAKEN Ir STUDENT HAS CREDIT ,oR GOVT 4361, 
9163,11 "AM L[GtSLATIY[ PNOCESS HTwtr 3 OR IEHLAR 
GOYT 9367,11••MAY NOT 8[ TAKEN 1, STUO[NT H4S CREDIT roR GOVT 4a67, 
5367,11 •H[R JUOICIA~ PROCESS HTWTr 2 OR ,oLINARO 
«H 11 1 Human Resources 
H II 5312,ll••Ht[TS 7 
5Hi,11 l'AhPOW[A 
'" NQNOAY roR 
l'IIOCi & INliT 
12 WtEKS, 
H 12 U 011 UNTOI 
tHISTI History 
nu,11 ~EX t AN[R HllllTAGES MTWTr 2 DR CIIUI 
(MATH) Math 
'384,111 l'OC[RN ALG[BIIA HTWTr 5 surr 
53111,U rO~NDATiDNS o, MATH AHR surr 
CMUI I Music 
5189,11 UNIVERSITY CHOIIU~ HTWTr 4 "R DIIAK[L[Y ,u, ,lfl ~NIYERSITY CHORUS MTWU 4 HR QRAK[l,[Y 
c, £ I Physical Ed 
6H6,ll PLN & USE f'AC HI PE HTWTr 4 DR SEHPtR 
nu,11 jOV TCH MTR SKLS SC MTWTr 1 DR RABK[ 
61211,11 INC[P[NOENT R[SEARCH 411A DR BLACK 
C,HYS 1 Physics 
5111,11 SE,INAR IN PHYSICS MTIITr 3 i>R GIU~CO 
c,n 1 Psychology 
PIY 5318,ll••"•Y NOT i[ TAK[N ro11 CREDIT ,, STUDENT HAS ~AO PSY 4111, 
,111,11 LE•RNING THEORIE~ HTWTr S 011 HONTGOMtRY 
tlOC I Sociology 
SOC 5113,ll••M•Y NOT Bt TAK[N ,011 CREDIT I' STU0ENT HAS ~AD SOC 4313, 
,a11,11 •HtRICAN "IIIORITIES NTWTr • ST1.rr 
CSPANI Spanish 
,111,u SP•N AM LIT 1911•1111 MTWTr 1 DR ANll.~0 
6H7,11 •Ov SPAN COHP•Cill4H•CLA HTWTr s OR H£AATrlELD 
043,11 CO~THPRY s,.AMER OMAHA IITWTr 2 DR H£AATrlEL0 
tlPEEI Speech 
51U,11 ·sp SEN I NAR EL[M TCHER MTWTr 3 DR IIHITE 
LA 127 JIH4 
LA 127 KUH 
84 116 """ 
LIi UH◄ 
SM S Alll6 
ARR 11111 
,c 111 Ul74 
F'C lU ""' 
Pt 112 0111; 
pt 113 C"21£ 
PE 119 0121 
U1U [1112H 
NB 11;"1 G92t2 
LA 129 AHO 
LA 122 C.1711 
ED 115 au,, 
If so, repeat the course. 
You receive benefit of the higher grade 
,--
,,_ 
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First Summer Session 1976 
Brownsville Campus 
Undergraduate Courses 
1ST SU"NER StlllON 1975•7~ BAONNSYILLt CAN'US UN0tRGRA0UAT[ COURltl 
··············································································· ........ . COUAll COURIE !ITL~ OAY & 'lRIOD P'ACULTY ,rt IL.Oil, UNICIUE 
NU"BER NU"IER 
··············································································· ........ . I 
UCC I Accounting 
3121,61 INTER ACCOUN!ING I NTWTr 3 HR, HINOJOSA EH 117 HH93 
Cl A I Business Ad 
3u,,,1 EUIINtSS COMMUNICATION NTWTF' 2 DA WAL, TtR [M 1'7 11294 nn,o BUSINtSS LAIi I NTWTF' 6 DA VAUGHN EM 117 JUn 
3341,61 [L[H aus. ECO S!Al NTWTF' 3 DR VAUGHN EM u• Kt296 
UU,61 'RIN or MANAGEMENT MTIITF' 1 MR, HINOJOSA EM 117 uan 
H71,61 ,RIN or MAIIKETIN~ NTWT, ' DA UTECHT [M 117 au .. 4U:i,61 ►UMAN R[LATIONS "NGNT NTWTr 4 DR WAL. TEii [M 117 Cl299 
CCRIJI Criminal Justice 
UU,61 TRAr ADMIN & CON!ROL "TIITF' 6 MR CL.UR"AN Tau 1116'1 
CED Education 
J.111,61 INSTRUCTNL TECHNOLOGY MTWT, 1 MR GARU EH 121 DUH 
UU,611 TEST MEAS & GUIOANC[ NTWTr 6 MS UNNtCK£11 T 111 UH1 
3321,61 TEACHING LAN~UAGE ARTS MTWr, 1 DA KOSTOMIIYI T 112 ,u12 
UU,61 TC~NG &!LINGUAL CHILD NTIITr 2 MRS "EIIU Tau ,:nn 
UU,61 TEACHING READING NTWTr' MAS PCRU T 111 HUU 
UH,61 TCl!NG EL.EM S~IENCt MTWTr 6 DR JOH~ION [H 1211 IIU5 
[0 43,a,el••~EETS 4121 TD ,1)1 P,M, IN T 111, JUN[ 1,2,3,41 7 TH[R[ArTlA, 
JIH6 41'2,61 TECH & 08S[RVATIDN "'"" ' MR GONUL.U r au 041,61 CIRlCTED T[ACHIN~•IEC ARR MIi GAIi.A ARR KU17 
C[NG I English 
4111,61 $MAKt5'URE "TIITF' 1 011 SCHRUii T 21!1 uu, 
IGDYTI Government 
3'0,61 INTERNATIONAL POLITICS MTIITr 3 "" IIND[R T 215 11119 4161,61 AH EX[C PIIOC C ,oLICY MTIITF' ' MR IINDtll T 215 cnu IHIITI History 
un,61 I'£• AM MERITAGE "TWTr 4 MR KURNU T 215 011111 
01',61 RtYOLUTIONAIIY EURO"[ MTWTF' ' MA l(UANU T aa, UU2 CH CI Mass Comm 
nn,o &UIINESS COMMUNl;ATION HTWTr 2 DR WAL TEA [H 117 Jl7U 
C"SV I Psychology 
"'' 4311,61••MtlTI 41a1 !O ,1,1 P,M, INT 112, JUr,E 1,2,J,.,7 THEAOF'TER, 4311,68 TH[ORl[I or LlAANING MTWTr ' DR HUTTO Tua ,nu lSOC I Sociology 
UU,61 JUVENILE OEL.INQULNCY MhT 7 MR CI..URMAN T 214 GHH 
CIPANI Spanish 
nu,,, ADV s,AN CON"Oll!ION MTIITr 3 DR NICNDLS T au HHU 3117,U GOLDEN AG[ 0~ SPAN LIT MTNTr 1 DR NICHOLS T 214 IHU 
First Summer Session 1976 
Brownsville Campus 
Graduate Courses 
1ST SU~H[R SESSION 1,1,.,. IROIINSYIL.L[ c,11,u1 OIIADUATl COUlll[I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!;DURIE COURlt TtTLt DAY C ,CRIOD 'ACUL TY rn ILDG, UN!lilUE 
NUMBER . - NUMIEII 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l[D Education ,,u.,, TEIT. HSRH ~L. T~M HTWTr 6 Ml IINN[CKU T Ul JH17 
[0 53,a,,1 •• MC[TS 4121 TD ,1,1 P,H. IN T 111, JUNl 1,2,3,4,7 TMtlllA,TEII, 
KUU ,1,a,61 SEC CL,9RN ME!M • MAT HTWTr, MIi GDNULU T a■4 
ED 6314,6l•~MCETI t&II TO 11,, "•"• IN EH U7, JUN[ 1,2;a,7 THEREArTtll, 
6314,61 PRAC DIAG L,RNG OIIAII~ HTWTr 2 011 ANDER T 111 uau 
ED 6311,•l••MEETI 6111 TO 11,, "•"• IN lH UI, JUNE 1,Z,3,7 TH[REAP'TER, 
6111,61 ' ,o~NO or AtAD IN~TN MTIITF' 4 011 KOITOHIIYI EH UI IHH 
ED 631t,61•~~[ETI 1115 TO 11!11 ,,H, IN EH 121; JUN[ 1,a,a,, TM[R[A,T[II, 
6319,61 10,1cs IN ll[ADIN~ MTw,,' DR JOMNION EH UI CUil 
ED 63ll,61•~NECTS 111, TD 11!11 '•"• IN EH 117; 
6311,61 0IAG PACSClll"TIVE TCM MTIIT, 4 
JUNE 1,2,1,7 TM[R[A,T[II, 
011 AND[II T 111 OHU 
[0 •aa2,,, •• ~c,,, ,,11 TO,,.,"·"· INT 111, JUNE 1,2,3,7 TH[AtA,TlR, 
,,aa,61 THE IILJNGUA~ CMIL,0 HTIITF' 4 Ml IINN[CKER Tau UHi 
CO 6334,6l••MCITI 111, TO 11111 "•"• INT 11,, JUN[ 1,2,3,7 THEIIEA,TEII, 
T 111 ,nu 6134,61 CUIIII DEY•PIIOI I ,11oc MJwT, 1 011 THoM,ION 
6142,61 ,110■~[,II IN GUIDANCE AIIR DR HUTTO UR GHU 
ED 634, 1 6l••MEITI 6111 TC 71~1 "•"• IN T 112, JUNI 1,a,1,1 TH[R[A,T[R, 
1145,61 l0 & OCCU' IN,ORNATION MT11T, 4 011 HUTTO Tua HHU 
616t,61 CO~Nl[LING "NACTICUN AIIR 011 HUTTO ARR IIH7 
1166,61 PRCI TIITNO ~OUN!CLING AIUI 011 MUTTO AIIII JHH 
E0 t314,6l••NEETI 6&11 TO 71~, "•"• 
6394,61 INT!IO ED ADMIN 






CHI ST I 
,n,,,1 
C,sY I 
MfWT, 3 OR TMO"'ION 
English 
ST~Ol[S JN SHAKEl,EAR[ NTWTr 1 011 ICMIIAEII 
STLO IN s,rclAL JO"ICI ARII 011 ICMUCII 
Government 
AN [XtC ,Roe & ,o~ICY HJIITr 5 NII IIN0[11 
History 
REV EURO"[ Hlt-11)1 MTWTr I "R KUIINU 
Psychology 
Second Summer Session 
Edinburg Campus 
Undergraduate Courses 
T 111 HHt 
T2., ..... 
AIIII ""' 
T aa, 11111 
T 119 CHla 
2ND SUMMER SESSION 197,•76 [01NiURG CAM,US UNDERGRADUATE COURl(I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COURSE COURSt !ITL.L DAY & ,ERIOO rACULTY rti IL.0G, UNIIIUE 
NUMB[R NUNl(II 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





PRIN or ACCOUNTING II 
PAIN or ACCOUNTING 11 
INTER ACCOUNTING II 





mRo1 Aero Space Studies 
4111,11 PR0,,1110NAL or,1ctR NTIITr 1 
4111 LAB A PROrESSIONAL or,1ctR ARR 



























PE~C & [XPII IN ANT I 
P[IIC. cx,R IN A"T I 
,c11c & cx,R IN ANT II 
PAINTING Y 
PAINTING YI 





11 A I Business Ad· 
8 A 13;,1,ll••SE[ ALSO ACC, C~, £CO, 
1~31,11 INTRO TO 8USIN[SS 
1381 ,11 PEASONAL, ,INANC[ 
3~3,,11 &USIN[SS COM"UNICATION 
3337,11 BUSl~E9S LAW I 
3342,11 INT[RH BUI & lCO STAT 
33,6,11 eus [NT[R & ,us PO~ICY 
3361,11 PIIIN o, "ANAG[Mt"T 
3181,11 ~AhAC:[RlAL. ,INAN~l 
4332,11 ~U~AN A[L4Tl0NS "NGNT 
Bible 
MTWTr 1 
MTWTr 3 4 
NTWTr 1 2 
MTIITr 1 2 
MTNTr 3 4 
MTWTr 1 I 
MTWTr 3 4 




MTIITr 1 2 
HTWTF' 1 2 
MTWTF' 5 
MTWTr 3 4 
MTWTr 3 4 
MTWTr ' 
HTWTr 6 















ht~ T[STA~ENT SU"YEY "TWTF' 1 
h[k T[STAM[NT SURYtY "'wTr 2 
LIF't & L.ETT[HS o, JOHN HTIITF' 2 







1481 L,AI A GthtRAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAB 8 G[h[RAL BIOLOGY 
1411 LAI C Gth[RAL. BIOLOGY 
1411 L•• 0 GEh[RAL BIOt..DGY 
1481 L,A8 [ G[h[R4L BIOLOGY 
1412,11 GthERAL. BIOLOGY 
1412,12 C:E~[RAL BIOLOGY 
BIOL 1412••LA8CRATDRIES••CHOOIE 
1412 L,AI A Gth[RAL BIOLOGY 
14~2 LAB B GCh[RAL BIOLOGY 
141a LAB C Gth[RAL BIOLOGY 














148a LA8 t Gth[RAL BIOLOGY 
248~,11 •NATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 
NTWTF' 4 
"TwTr 1 
810L 2413••L•BCRATORl[S••CH001i ONE, 
24eJ LAI A ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLo,y MTwT, 2 
2413 LAIB ANATOM¥ AND PHYSIOLOGY PITWT, 3 
2413 L,A8 C ANATOIIY AND PHYSIOLOGY MTWTr 4 
241;J LAI O ANATOHY ANO PHYSIOLOGY MTWTF' 5 
3412,11 ANIMAL, PARASITOL,UGY MTWTr 1 
8101. 3412••LABCRAT0Rl[S••CN00S£ 
J412 LAB A •NIMAL, PARASIT0LDGY 
3412 LAB B •Nl"AL. PARASITOLUGY 
ONE, 
4111,11 BIOLOGY StNfNAR 
4382,11 ilCLDGICAL LITERATURC 






BIOL 441f••L.AICRATORl[S••CH00SE ON[, 
4411 ~Al 4 ~ARINt iDTANT MTWTr 3 
4411 LAIB ~ARIN[ BOTANY HTwTr 4 
cc s I Computer Science 
1319,11 INTRO COMPUTERS ~ROG MTWTF' J 
2111,11 INTRO c011,uT£R ""OGRA" M!IITF' 2 
1cHtM1 Chemistry 
CHEM 1412••LAICRATDRllS••CMOOI[ ON[, 
1412 LAI A Ct~tRAL CH[HISTIIY MTWTF' J 
1412 LAI I C[~[R4L. CHIMIITIIY HTWT, • 
3414,11 CIIGANIC CHIMIITRY NTWT, 2 
CHEN J414••LAICRATORIES••CM001£ 
3414 LAI A CAGANIC CH[HIITRT 
3414 LAI I CRCANIC CH[MIITIIT 
4al1,11 CMlMIITRY ,RDILl"S 



























































































IA 121 Gll71 
IA 1U Ml271 
IA 121 11271 
U 121 .11271 
H UI ,..,. 
ARII JHl1 










,.. 211 ,a 211 ,a 221 
AA 112 













































a,11 11 1 



































"'" HIIU 1111' 
JIIH 
111111 
SI 222 AIIU 
SB 222 IIIU 
18 111 CIIU 
H 1U OIIH 
4,11 II 111 [1116 
H 222 , ... , 
SI 222 QI.al 
4,11 IA lll 11111 
4,11 IA llt .11a1• 
1,11 II 3 Hlllt 
SI 2U JIIH 
SI 2U JIHl 
S,18 11 211 KIIii 
4,11 .... 
SI 111 41111 
SI Hl IIIH 
all• CIIH 
AIIII DIIS6 
ccRi.i, Criminal Justice 
Cll,1 1112.,1-•,AT NOT IE TAKLN ,, STUO[NT HAS CA[OIT roR LES 1392, 
UU,11 POLICE ORG & AOMIN HTwTr 2 ~II, OURTM 
Cll,1 233~,f1••,AY NOT 8£ TAKLN Ir STUU!NT MAS CA£DIT ,011 LES 2312, 
2132,11 CAI" PAOC & LNYIO HTWT, 1 "A CAAT[A 
l•■a,11 cu~ LIT Rts CAI" JUST NTWTr 3 HA CAAT[A 
Cll,1 4112,tl••,AY NOT BE TAKLN I' STUOCNT HAS CREOIT rOR LES •312, 
4112,11 PAIN LAW [Nr SUPH MTWTr 4 HA, OEARTM 







INTRO TO ECONOMICS 
PAIN or ECO•"ICRO 
INT[IH 8U5 & [CO ITAT 
~ICAO[CONOHIC 
BUS ENTER a PU& POLICY 
,o~[Y ANO BANKIN~ 
m Education 
lt,1,11 ~O~KSMOP TCACMEA AIOE5 
3111,11 IN5TRUCTNL TLCHNULOGY 
3111,12 INSTRUCTNL TiCHNOLOGY 
31•2,11 £0LCAT10NAL PSYCHOLOGY 
31Ma,,a £0LCATIONAL ~SYCHOLo,, 
3111,11 ► IST a PHIL ur EU 
311,,11 JNCTNS CAOSS•CUL!UM EO 
3111,11 CHILO GROWTH & DLV 
3111,12 CHILD GROWTH & OLY 
3112,11 TEST NEAS & ~UIOANCE 
3121,11 TEACHING LAN,UAGl ARTS 
3121,11 TEACHING R!AUING 
3121,12 TEACHING ~CADING 
1124,11 TC►NG [NG A$ IEC LANC 
312t,11 TC►NG ELC" SCIENCE 
3127,11 TC►NG SOCIAL ICllNCt 
3321,11 T[aCHING ARl!HHET!C 
1141,11 aOCL GROWT~ & DEY 
CD 1J,a,r1--roA ,,c. HAJDAS ONLY, 







HTWTr 3 4 
HTWTr 2 
NTWTr 1 














NTWfr 2 3 
ED 134i,tl••~C[TS JULY 9 TO .IU~Y as, 
1141,12 TtST "EAS & GUIDANCE MTWTr 2 
3tll,11 TC► CONT COUNS BIL SCH MTWfr 2 3 
41,a,11 T[CH & OBSCA•ATION HTWTr 4 
41,2,,a TECH & OIS[RYATJUN NTWTr 2 
4171,11 TC►NG N[NT RtT C"ILD MTWTr 4 
4174,11 ,s, ~(NTAL RtTARUATtON HTwTr 3 
4171,11 TC► ~EURO HANOJCA,,to MTWTr 3 
tO 4191,11••,ECTS JULY 9 TO JULY 21, 
4ltl,11 CA•T~ & otv TQUNy CHLO "TwTr 1 2 
CD 43911 f1••,tCT$ JULY 9 • JULY 29, 
4191,11 ~OCRT CUR•OAG M[T MAT MTWTr 3 4 
4191,11 TC► CHLO Or UIYAV CUL HTWTr 1 

























































"" ()AVIS su,, 
HA DELUNA 
HR AC[O 
"RS ROB! IISON 
MR 0ANIEL 
DA YON[NOE 
58 218 F'UO 
































































ED 119 81111'6 
ED 119 CH57 















[NG 1112,ll••CA[DIT roR (NG 11•1. 
1112,11 JHCTOAIC 




































ENG 2111,IS••C AYtRAG[ !H rRilH"AN 
211.,11 A0~G5 AH[~ LITCRATUR[ 
2111,12 AO~C5 AM[R LIT(RATURE 
al•l,13 AOhCS AHER LIT[RATUAE 
2111,14 ~D~GS A"ER LIT(RATURE 
111,,11 REAOINGI IN iNG LIT 
211,,12 R[aDINes IN ENG LIT 
2117, 11 AO~GS t:[N LIT[AATUIIE 
































tNt: 2311,ll••TCPIC roR 2~111 ARTHURIAN LIT[AAYUR[, 
2111,11 A0hG5 SPECIAL To,,cs NTwT, 1 CA VON[NOE 
~111 , 11 T[CH Rc,oRT •RITINI: KTWTr a "ISi CAAARAS 
T[CH REPORT MAITING 
[NG i312,ll••12 MRS, ENGL!SM 15 ,AtAEQUISIT[ 
3111,11 ~E~AISSANC[ IN [Nt:LAN0 MTwTr 3 
3115,11 1M[ ROMANTIC PER{OD NTWTr ◄ 
3112,11 su~v,v or'" LIT "TvTr 2 
3111,11 SU~VEY or AH LIT MTMTr 3 
3117,11 SHOAT STORY & NOVELLA NTWTr 2 
111,,11 c,1c11,TY LINGUISTICS HTWTr 1 
4111;11 SHAKUPEAA[ HTWTr 4 
"" French 
uaa,11 NTMTr 1 
moL, Geology 
HR r111 Tl 


































LA 1U Kll3U 
LA 11& UU9 















He 121 o■an 
QEOL S412,11••1LL STUDENTS IN GEOL 14f2,11 "U5T ENROLL IN CEOL 1412 LAI A, 
1412,11 HISTORICAL GJOLO~Y HTWTr 1 HR ftODGtRS ,,11 CB 117 ,et77 


























TOTLTRN GOVT~ & POI. 











"™" 4 HTWTF' 3 
MTWTr 2 
~[Al,TM £0 ,11DG CL ICM "™'' S 













NC 4157,ll••HE[TI JU~Y ~•JULY i3, 
























~£• 1ST C[NT AS N[PUBL 
~IST US•LAT A" AlLATN$ 
















































PE 114 Ell'9 
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Health Related Pro 
IIIITAO TATHT' CONT ALC Hl•1t 2 
lll~U~OM[HATOLOGY•I AAA 
«H c I Mass Comm 
1H1,U 
4111,11 
A[,ORT ING I HTWTF' 1 

























PRC8 & ST4Tl~TICS 




~ATH $TATl9TICS I 









(LEH SCMOOL "USIC 
CL[" SCHOOL MUSIC 


































STOVER, JAl4i:S A 
STArr, PAU 
STOVER, JA"[S A 















































2tl3,11 PSTC~IATRIC NURSING 
2tll LAB A PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 
"RS Olli 
surr 
,,11 NB 212 Hll73 
NB 11◄ 11874 
co A I Office Ad 
121!.,_11 INT[AMtOIAT[ TYPING MTIITr ◄ 
1213,11 AD~ANCCO TYl'ING HTWTJ 4 
1111,11 INTtRM£01ATt SHOMTHAND HTWTF' 2 
MRS ALLISON 
MRS ALLISON 
"RS •LL ISON 
2,11 Bl 217 £1291 
a,11 1• 211 rea,1 
IA 217 Gli92 














































AOAPTIYE "MY~IOAL CD 












TRACK ANO r1ELO•M[N 
8EGIHNING GYHNASTICS 
8Et:IHNING GYMNASTICS 
◄OAPTJYE PMY~ICAL CO 
ADAPTIVE PHY~ICAL to 
ro~K ANO SOUAAE 0ANCE 








SE~IOA Lire SAVING 
•ATER SArTEY INSTR 
TC~NG INOIY ~PTS•NEN 
~£TM TCHNG GYH t~ SCH 
TC~NC. 8ASK[ TIIAI.L•IIOM[N 
CR TRTMT PREY ATH INJ 
PHYSI~, ~ Yo, EXCRCIS[ 
,o~~M( N :outATIDN 
AOAD ' t ~ t PROGKAM 
t:E► (AAL "HYSICS 
HTTr l 
HTTr 2 




"'"" 3 MTWTr 4 







































































t,11 ... , 



























































































4,19 tB 159 [1114 un.,1 
PHYI 1412••LA80RATORIES••CMOOSE ONC, ALL STUDENTS tNRDLL[O IN LAI A 11U$T ENROLL IN 
O~ll A ANO ALI. STUDENTS [NNOLL[O IN LAB a "UST [N~OLL IN Oull I, 
1412 LAI A 
io2 LAI B 
1412 LAI O• 





CE•tRAL PHYSICS HWr 1 MR BURANDT CB 179 
G£~i~AL PMYSICI NWr 3 11R l_l,IRANDT EB 179 
CEhCRAI. "HY51CS TT 1 HR IURANOT [8 U9 
CEHRAL PMYSICS TT I HR 8URANDT EB 159 
.iu• I OR LAIIORATOAT ARR HA BURANDT 4, Ill ARA 
,1U~IDR L"80AATORT ARR HR IIUIIANOT 4,H AAA 
SO I OA LU ORA TORY ARI HA IUAAIIDT ◄, II AAR 









c,scu Physical Science 
1112,11 PHYS SCI EL JtACHERS HNr l HR YOUNGMAN 4,fl £8 159 Cll23 
PICI 1~12••ALL STUDENTS tNRO~LED IN ,¥Cl 1312,11 "UST ENROLL IN PSCI 1312 LAB A, 
1112 LAI A PHYS SCI EL !tACHERS TT 1 2 HR YOUNGMAN [8 179 01124 
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Film Review: 'No Me Entierren Vivo .. : 
By Jimmy M.•Contreras 
"No Me Entierren Vivo!" 
is the first feature length 
Chicano produced film 
featuring puro Chicano 
artists and writers. The film 
is biographical, based on a 
period in the life of a friend 
of Efrain Gutierrez, the star, 
producer and director. 
Much of the shooting 
was done in the Westside 
of San Antonio, in Eagle 
Pass and Corpus Christi. 
The film deals with some 
old themes: Chicanos killed 
in Viet-Nam, returning in a 
casket with medals but with 
the life of the family not 
a.ny better; racial tensions 
and fights between Blacks 
and Chicanos, between 
Anglos and Chicanos; hard-
ships and injustices placed 
on a proud but poor family 
by a racist system, (for 
example, the climax depicts 
an Anglo released on proba-
tion while the Chicano is 
sentenced to IO years for 
the same offense; llis father 
was not permitted even to 
attend the court hearings 
because he didn't have a 
coat and tie). 
These social facts exist. 
It is legitimate and necessary 
to portray them in film. 
(Chico and the Man, just 
doesn' t get the job done) 
Unfortunately- -por la causa 
- -they were lost in the 
movie to the over-kill de-
piction of las gangas, fight-
ing, drinking, stealing and 
cheating on their rucas (girl 
friends). The film not only 
Chicano Art Display 
Expressed Feelings 
By Reymundo Gonzalez 
Three persons mourning 
over a laughing corpse in a 
coffin ... a peyote plant with a 
man flying high overhead ... 
beer joints on the main 
street of a small town .... 
These were some of the 
things shown in some 
35 Chicano paintings dis-
played recently in the 
Urliversity Library Gallery. 
The exhibit included 
works from such artists as 
Cesar Martinez, Roberto 
Rios, Carmen Lomas Garza, 
George Truan, Lucas 
Hinojosa, Xavier Gorena, 
En rique Flores and Santos 
Martinez. 
T he most dominant artist 
whose works were shown 
was Roberto Rios, IO o f 
whose paintings were"" diS:-
played. Rios seemed to pre-
sent great symbolism in 
most of his works. 
"La Muerte de Ruben 
Salazar" ("The Death of 
Ruben Salazar") showed a 
laughing dead man in a 
coffin with three mourners 
crowded around. Viewers 
conjectured that the 
deceased might be laughing 
because death might be 
enjoyable. 
Another picture of Rios' 
portrayed "La Raza Unida," 
showing a man holding two 
arms which were separated 
from him. The pic~µre could 
mean "La Rl\za Desunida," 
or the disunited race. 
Seven paintings of Cesar 
Augusto Martinez were 
shown. Several of the works 
were done on woodcut. One 
of the paintings, " Peyotl," 
showed a peyote plant with 
a man flying high from it. 
He could be telling the 
public what changes the 
peyote plant can make in 
the human body and mind. 
'Cinco de Mayo' Day 
Special to Mexico 
Today marks the celebra-
tion of one of the most im-
portant victories in the 
Mexican-French Revolution. 
"El Cinco de Mayo" is 
celebrated annually as a 
special day in Mexican his-
tory. 
It happened I 15 years 
ago when the new Mexican 
Congress was elected and 
the new president, Benito 
Juarez, was faced with the 
immense problems in the 
aftermath of its civil war. 
Juarez's most crucial 
problem was his debts to-
ward England, U.S., France 
and Spain. He wanted lo 
cover these claims but faced 
an impossible situation, he 
was not even receiving 
enough revenue to main-
tain his own administration. 
In July of 1861 , Juarez 
declared a two year mora-
torium on all foreign debts. 
This angered Spain, France 
and England who decided to 
send a fleet and expedition-
ary force to Veracruz in the 
hopes of forcing Juarez to 
pay his debts. Mexico 
owed money to the United 
Stated but it was too 
involved in its own Civil 
War to worry about 
collectin_g it. 
England and Spain only 
wanted to collect 
their debts but France had 
something else in mind. She 
secretly wanted to create 
a Latin empire to provide 
France with a rich 
protectorate and had gone 
to the extent of finding a 
prince to rule it. 
On April 9 England and 
Spain withdrew from 
Mexico and the French, 
under Lorencez, remained 
at Orizaba. The agreement 
France had signed 
earlier to keep them from 
seizing territory was now 
forgotten. 
Comte de Lorecez led an 
invading army against Puebla 
in early May. Ignacio 
Zaragoza, a Texan-born 
liberal, held the passages to 
Puebla with a force of local 
indios armed only with 
machetes. Zaragoza's troops 
held an advantage be.:ause 
he held commanding ground 
with two stone walled forts, 
Guadalupe and Loreto, and 
his men were fighting for 
their own soil. 
Lorencez attacked on 
May 5. His decision lo send 
battalions forward toward 
the Mexicans proved 
fatal. The French failed 
three times to take Fort 
Guadalupe. Thousands of 
corpses in bright uniforms 
littered the high chaparral. 
A blinding rainstorm swept 
in and Lorencez was forced 
to retreat to Orizaba. The 
French conquest was 
delayed. 
The victory at Puebla 
fired the Mexicans with a 
sorely needed self-assurance. 
The ·'Cinco de Mayo", 
May 5, would always be a 
special holiday, as meaning-
ful to Mexicans as the 
Alamo was to the Texans. 
Another artist, Santos 
Martinez, had four works 
in the exhibit. In most of 
his works Martinez report-
edly uses pencil, ink and 
paper for unusually fine 
detail work. His "El 
Chavalito Lounge" was a 
painting in which a typical 
small town with its beer 
joints was depicted. 
Other works displayed 
included "The Veranda" by 
Xavier Gorena, ''Blue Angel" 
by En rique Flores and "The 
Sea'' by Lucas Hinojosa. 
Most of these paintings 
represented great symbolism, 
students and faculty 
members who saw the 
exhibit said. 
Observers seemed to feel 
that besides expressing the 
deep feelings of the artists, 
the pictures also tried to tell 
the viey,-er something. 
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tive Education Prog_ram . at 
Pan American Univers1_ty 
has job openings that m-
terested Pan Am students 
need to apply for before 
the close of this semester, 
according to L.A. 
Youngman, Coop director. 
Pan Am students seeking 
further information about 
the job openings or the 
COOP program can go by 
Office Building F or call 
Youngman at 381-2781. 
lacked clarity but con-
science in this respect. Had 
it been Anglo financed and 
written it would surely have 
deserved judgement as racist; 
it is even sadder - - and less 
forgiveable -- that a Chicano 
production perpetuates 
these stereotypes in the 
name of ·•realism." 
TechnicaUy, the film is 
flawed. Sound and editing 
are bad. However, it is diffi-
cult to produce a good film 
with limited funds and so 
such imperfections were 
expected. So, techniques 
can be overlooked momen-
tarily; message and sentido 
(sound) may not be. 
I interviewed Savio Garza, 
one of the writers. He justi-
fied the script as a "slice-of-
life" portrayal of one man's 
fight with himself and his 
society. His objective was 
realism; hence, the corridos 
and kicker songs on the juke 
box, the violence and 
general ambiente of the 
"chuco" side of the urban 
barrios. However, Garza did 
not admit to perpetuating 
the unfortunate 
stereotypes which this 
critic saw all too often in 
the film. He did agree that 
many other Chicano films 
will be necessary to capture 
the richness of the cul ture 
and to appeal to wider 
audiences - love stories, 
films about legendary 
heroes, such as Juan Cortina, 
comedias, and films more 
specificaUy true to El 
Movimiento, or the genuine 
organizational and political 
aspects of La Causa, the 
fight for pride, recognition· 
and advancement of the 
Mexican_-American, socially, 
econom1cally and politically. 
In the meantime, anyone 
interested in film making 
(or what not to do), in the 
Chicano movement, or in a 
couple of hours of "blood 
and guts" escapism should 
see this film. It is a cut 
above the attempts of the 
Mexican films - ''De Sangre 
Chicana," "Ni Mexicano-Ni 
America no'', etc - which put 
down the ''pocho" in ways 
as bad as the racist stereo-
types which exist on this 
side of the border. 
We should at least en-
courage such fledgling 
attempts in the bellinninit: if 
they become ethnic exploita-
tion movies or Chicano ver-
sions of the "Shaft" 
syndrome, then we should 
withdraw our support. 
DOUBLE S S4l00N 
4 mi. S. 10th St. McAllen 
THURSDAY NITE 
LADIES NITE 
All Unesco,te.1 ladies - 1sc Brew :.-
Finest in 
Progressive County Music~ 
" Where Good Peoplt; 
and 
Good Times Come Together" 
IMPORT ANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
for aJI 
IMPO RTED & SPORTS CAR OWNERS: 
Now there is one place to get all your replacement parts, accessories, books, metric 
tools and metric hardware: 
THE IMPORTED CAR CENTER 
1911 N. 23rd Street 
McAllen, Texas 7850 I 
Phone: 682-1802 
Rick Egbert, Owner. 
7: 30 /\.M. - 8 P.M. Mon-Sat. 
I P.M. - 5 P.M. Sun. 
You will also want to take advantage of our complete technical library and rental 
tools. We will add to our large inventory according to your needs. 
Please stop by for your free "Maintenance for Trouble-free Driving." 
I 0% Discount w/Student ID card 
20% Discount on VW Parts w/Student ID card 
AVAILA BLE FOR BIRTHDAY PARTIES ... 
-
'P 
,....__, _____________________ ~--- ----- - ---
-
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Lead Nation With 53 Wins 
Broncs Get Invitation? 
The 1976 baseball Broncs 
have finished their season 
at 53-17 with a three-of-four 
meeting at Trinity in San 
Antonio. The NCAA invita-
tion to the District 6 tourna-
ment in Arlington should 
follow shortly. 
Jesse Trinidad moved to 
14-1 with a 3-2 pitching win 
the second game of the first 
day; Trinidad's partner in 
snakedome Ron Edquist 
took a 10--0 decision in the 
first game to move his re-
cord to 13-2 for the season. 
Mando Reyes captured the 
opener the second day to 
move his record to 11-2 
while Jack Ewing fell prey 
to an excited Trinity bunch 
in the fourth game to lose· 
4-1. Ewing is now 5-6 on 
the year. 
Trinidad struck out 11 
and walked only one while 
giving up two unearned runs 
in the fourth inning on 
three erros. Edquist gave up 
only two hits and struck 
out five; Reyes tossed a 
three hitter. 
Wes Thomas blasted out 
three hits in the second 
game of the first day while 
Ron Lair, Bobby Rutledge 
WH\Tt fLOUR\ 
PATOS 
and Jerry Gonzalez all got 
two in the opener. Lair, 
Gonzalez and Mark 
Savarino also collected two 
RB I's apiece in the I 0-run 
affair. 
Savarino, extending his 
own new Bronc record;· 
gathered-in his 13th game 
winning hit the second day 
~ 
as the Broncs won Reyes' 
game 6-1. 
The 5 3-17 record is good 
for a .757 percentage, which, 
as mentioned, should be 
good enough for an invite 
to the Arlington playoff. 
The Broncs will probably 
be scheduling games with 
other playoff-bound team~ 
.,. 'T 
-f 'Im~ ' I p=:h 
before the District 6 opener 
unreels at the end of this 
month. The home team will 
either be keeping busy with 
that or .i!_i_!:raJq_uad games till 
qualifying-time fo_!.. the 
College World Serj_tl.s of 
Baseball in Omaha rolls 
around at the Texas Ranger 
ho~p3!k. ... ... 
PUMPING HITS at an alarming rate this season is centerfielder Wes Thomas. He leads 
the Bronc regulars in batting average. .,. ...,. 
CONSISTENT HITTER all season -for the Broncs has been leftfielder Roy Sosa. He 
leads all Broncs in at bats this year. 
"Try 'em-You'll love ·em" I 
HOME-MADE • w·1b k s· L tt TW~~~J~J~~NS I 1 an s 1gns e er 
2263 PECAN, McAllen · 
682-3177 or 682-3176 
1020 W. UNMRSITT 
Edi•111-313-0725 
John Wilbanks, a 6-foot-l vi intent to play for Pan 
guard who broke all play- American University in 
making records while South Texas. 
generaling Anderson Junior A top student, Wilbanks 
College to a 60-7 record the owns a 3.85 grade-point 
I 
past two basketball seasons, average on the 4.0 scale. He 
has signed a national letter missed by o_!l_e "B" making ~~--------------------------,,.i.'.__ 
23qOR 
TEAC. 




Pre-.. .1.mps and Amplifiers 










straight "A's" in two years 
of junior college. 
"John is more interested 
in getting points out on the 
scoreboard than in the 
scorebook," Coach Jim 
Wiles said. "He is a 
complete team player. 
"We've had an awful lot 
of good point guards in my 
eight seasons here-one of 
them started at Clemson 
and one started at Tennessee 
Tech-but John is the best 
of them. I wouldn't trade 
him for any of them. John 
penetrates well and gets rid 
of the ball well. 
''He's so young-jus 
turned 20-and is still gaininE, 
weight, that I think his best 
playing days are still ahead 
of him. He weighs 160. He 
led us to the national 
tournament in Kansas the 
past two seasons," Coach 
Wiles added. 
Wilbanks averaged 10.3 
assists per game-"which is 
phenomenal," his coach 
said-while scoring IO points 
himself. His 
floor leadership enabled all 
four of his teammates to 
average scoring more than 
he did. 
This year's team 
Anderson TroJans rolled to 
a 29-4 record. Anderson 
won the Region IO champ-
ionship and advanced to 
the national JC tournament 
in Hutchinson, Kansas, 
where the Trojans played a 
batch of close games and 
finished ninth among the '.!2 
teams there. 
11 
ZIPPING OUT RUNNERS has been a practice of catt. .. .:r 
Ron Lair all season. -
T .., t 1 
-SHORTSTOP for the 53-17 Pan American has been 




FIEST A PLAZA 
383-9252-EDINBURG 
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Bill Shirley has been 
appointed assistant basket-
ball coach and athletic 
business manager at Pan 
American University, and 
Manny Goldstein has been 
named assistant basketball 
coach. 
Bill White, athletic 
.. director and head basketball 
.._ coach, announced both 
appointments Wednesday 
night at a news conference 
at the home of Dr. Ralph 
Schilling, president of 
Pan American University. 
The appointments of 
Shirley and Goldstein are 
subject to approval by the 
Pan American University 
Board of Regents at their 
next meeting on May 12. 
Both Shirley and 
Goldstein are former 
assistant coaches and players 
for Coach White at other 
NCAA universities. 
TROPHY GRABBERS on the Gymnastics Team this year are (bottom, left to right) 
Tony Trejo, Jim Bob Jarrett, Gary Popelsky, Bob Welsh, (middle row) Ruth Jasso, Joyce 
Perez, Lois Brown and (top) Yoli Garza. 
Shirley coached Okla-
homa City Southwestern 
Junior College to a 32-4 
record this past basketball 
season. He also coached 
the the team to a 28-9 
record the previous year . 
A native of Goldsboro, 
N.C .• Shirley served as an 
'i Dance to the Progressive Country Music of I 
I NORMAN SW ANSON I 
I & I 
I COMPANY I 
I - -- I 
' I Saturday May 8 9 p.m.-1 a.m. I, 
I at the PEPPERMINT PALACE Ii 
1 __ ~.:~~-be.:e::i::~.:~:n ___ i 
, .. 
C 
CLIP THIS'AD AND BRING IT IN 
FOR A FREE SPRAY WAX 
WITH ANY PAID CAR WASH! 
AUTOMATIC 
CAR WASH 
2304 NORTH TENTH McAllen 
OPEN 8:30 A.M. To 6:00 P.M. 686-9356 
SMASHING SERVICE is a part of the Broncs' tennis 
power. The netters are presently awaiting a possible national 
ranking and tournaments. __ _ 
,- "1,-.- ----------iiiiiiiiiiii-
~ 
JIM McKONE sits and docs his tireless sports task. The 
Sports Information Director watches over 70 baseball and 
30 basketball games a year for ran American news. 
assistant to White, who 
started the athletic program 
at Oral Roberts University 
in Tulsa, from 1966 to 1969. 
Then Coach Shirley guided 
Oklahoma City South-
western to the champion-
ship of the Bi-State 
Conference, one of the 
nation's toughest JC circuits, 
with a I 9-7 record in I 969-
70. 
From 1970 to 1972 
Coach Shirley also 
assisted Coach White at the 
University of Corpus Christi. 
Then Shirley returned to 
coach Franklin Springs 
Junior College, which he 
guided to winning the 
Georgia JC Tournament. 
After graduation from 
Franklin Springs, Coach 
Shirley earned his Bachelor 
qf Arts degree in history 
from Guilford College and 
his Master's in health and 
physical education from 
Central State University in 
Oklahoma. He has done 
further postgraduate work 
at Tulsa University and the 
University of Georgia. 
Shirley and his wife, 
Karen, have two child ren, 
a son, David, S, and a 
daughter, Dena, 3. They 
currently reside in Okla-
homa City. 
Goldstein, born and 
reared in New York City, 
was an outstanding high 
school player. He averaged 
26 points as a guard for 
New Utrecht High, where he 
made the second team All-
City in New York . He was 
recruited out of high school 
by the University of 
Cincinnati, then a national 
power. 
Goldstein then played 
for New York City Com-
munity College, which went 
to the national tournament, 
and two more years for 
Coach White at UCC. 
After graduation from 
UCC in 1971 , Goldstein 
earned his Master's degree in 
educational administration 
at Southwestern Louisiana, 
where he also served as assis-
tant basketball coach. 
As assistant coach to 
White at UCC, Goldstein 
recruited Bruce King of 
New York, who later came 
to Pan American University 
with Coach White and 
became the nation's No. 2 
major-<:ollcge scorer in 1974. 
Gymnastics Meet 
Pan American's gymnas- even bars and placing in the 
tics team outdid themselves balance beam. Joyce Perez 
for the fourth straight year calmly latched-onto first in 
by bringing home the team the balance beam exercise 
trophy from the annual and the floor exercise, while 
Southwest Texas Gymnastics nabbing a place in uneven 
Meet in Kingsville. bars' finish. Lois Brown 
The April 23 meet also placed second in vaulting. 
honored Yoli Garza as the Welsh surrounded the 
all-around point winner all-around crown by making 
(women), as well as Bob first-place stops in the 
Welsh (men). These two Pommelled Horse, the 
Broncs gained the prestigious paralled bars, the still rings 
first-ranking by netting and vaulting. Jim Bob Jarrett 
more total points for the took first in the floor exer-
meet than any other single cise and place in the vaulting, 
entrant. while Gary Popelsky took 
Yoli Garza made her third in the third floor ex-
points by claiming first in ercise and third in the 
vaulting, second in the un- still rin2s. ~~-----~-----~------, 









B. 6 Emeralds 
1 Diamond D. 48 pts. 
Reg. $4~0 Reg.$225 
Now Now 
Easy Terms $168 $298 
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Research Revealed 
Non-Male Dominance 
\ ll',,m:h ,tull> done by 
Dr. Shtrle\" Rl'eH• r,·H•alel 
lhal Pa,i ,\men,·an lint 
wrstt} stUUl'nh lwlt,·vc lh,·ir 
parents hav,· ,·qual sar in 
uecis1011s ahoul famil} 
mall er-;. 
I he- study compared 
do,·•or,il J1,wrlal1on O(llll' 
h Or. R,•eve at Flomla 
S1 J" ,· l 1mcrsll> . Sh,· 11.'l'l'I\L'd 
hl'r PhD in th,· fiodd ot 
:'\la111ag,· and lhe i'.111111} m 
Aul!u,1 197:'i . Dr. ,\lfrl'do I·. 
Croft,. professor of \I Jlh,·· 
m.111..:, at Pan Am. workcd 
with Or R,•..,vc on lhl' 
slati,11,·.il anJly'is in hn 
,tudy, and they :tre planmng 
furl her stuJ1e, on family 
dcdsion-making prac11,-es. 
In a similar stud> h> 
Or. C~lcnn R. H.iv.kcs ol the 
Un1w1,1I}' ol Cahforn1J ,II 
Davis, Mexican ,ind 
\1exi,•;m-Ameriean farm 
lanor families \\en: ques· 
tioned about their dec1s1on-
~11,1k111g pract1,·,·s I gal11ar-
1an was bv far th,• most 
,·ommon mod,• of dt'dswn-
111al,; 111g 
I he findings m '10th of 
1he,,· ,tuuk, :tr,· tn .:0111r.1s1 
lo till' ,·ultur;.Jl lrad11wn of 
the :'\ll',i,·an-Amertl'an 
family Trad 11 wnally. the 
Mex ican-American tam1ly 
structure 1s descnbt·d as 
patnan:hal or 111al,•-
dom1nalcd I h,· finds in 
th.:se studies suggest thal 
mak dominJnce is less uni• 
v.:rsal lhan pr.:v1ously 
assum,·d. lither I his pat krn 
of male dominance did not 
act11,11ly nist. or if 11 did 
exists m the pa,1. 11 1, nuw 
undt•rgomg radical chang,·. 
dcc1s1on-mak mg pral't kes ot 
the p.m·nts ol .!J 3 \lt':1.k:rn-
,\mem.::111 studcnh and 7 I 
Anglo-Aml'rkan ,tudl•nh. 
fhcsl' ,tud,·nh ,·ompkll·d 
questwnaircs indi,·ating 
whetha th.:tr fathcrs or 
thdr mothcrs mad.: the 
final dl'Cl\tons 1n numha ot 
common family mat1,•1s 
sudt a, who d,·c1des whl·r.: 
the f.1111ilv wtll hw. what 
car t o bu}:. ho \\ to decor:ttl' 
the housc. what friends and 
relative, to cnkrtain or go 
out wtlh and oth.-r similiar 
questions. Bo th ,\nglo• 
Amcm:a n and Me\l,'an• 
-\m.:rk.1n sllllknts hcl1,•w 
their par,•nts to h: ,-galitanan, 
that 1~ that the} ,hare cquall} 
m mak 111g dl'Cl\!Ons. Thes,• 
findings wen: 1ru,• regardless 
of social l'la$s. 
All Night Study 
Area Available 




May 1-7 has b.:en pro• 
claimed as "Motorcycle 
Safety ,\war.:ne,s Weck·• tn 
Texas by Gov. Dolph 
Briscoe. 
·'Motorcydcs have 
rapidly become a way of Ille 
in Texas as thousands of 
people use them for basic 
transportation and pleasun:," 
stated Briscoe. "U nfortun-
atdy, as the number of 
registered rnotorcydcs 
increases, so does the 
number of traffo: a.:ndents," 
said Briscoe. 
Lob of strong coffei: 
and an occasional lrip lo the 
lounge for a lillle chat with 
friends 1s the "deal" being 
offered by the Student 
Center for Social lnvolvc-
menl (SCSI) \\!hen they 
once Jgam stay open all 
night for exam study_ 
Thi.' SCSI will be open 
24 hours so that students 
can have a place whl're 
they can stay awake all 
night and study for the 
final .:xammatmns. accord· 
mg to Sister Kalhy L.:hnl'n, 
instrudor of Bible dasses 
held al the SCSI on 1615 
W. Kuhn. 
fhursday the Cenler, 
will open at 6 p.m . and slay 
open all night for Friday's 
exams On Sunday at 2 p.m .• 
the (enlcr will n:-open and 
will stay open until Wednl's· 
day night. 
Th.:re arc lhrec spacious 
classrooms available at the 
Ccntl.'r for s1lcnl studv1n2. 
GRADS 
................... ...., .... ....... ___._. . .,....,. 
mt ~ U::0::AlTIN ... ~._,..., 
I/ID 
... ~ \I ... ._ _ .. _ 
PROTECTS BEAUTIFIES 
The lounge arca will he avail• 
ablt' tor conversation and 
group st udymg. There is 
also a snal·k area and a 
kitchen. Till' k1ti.:hcn will b,· 
open for thosl.' who gel 
hungry and hring soml'· 
thmg lo cat which requires 
kitchen utensils. 
!he SCSI has sponson:d 
an all mghl stud} for three 
years now and have had a 
good turn out, says Sister 
Lehnen. Everybody is 
welcome. smoking is 
allowed, bu I akoholtc 
bevc rages arc prohibited. 
There 1s also a public tele• 
phone for the student's 
us.: The number ~ 
383-9114. 
ksse Hernandez and Joel 
Pe1singcr. Pan Am studl.'nls 
acl 1ve at the SCSI, arc in 
charge of thl' project I hey 
advise all students lo vrah 
their books and come on 
down lo study If any more 
mformat1on is desired. lhl' 
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WES (EARLY) THOMAS hfl, a hit In ti:,· ,ulli.·l•J i1, ,, re\.,. I !.Sronc nomc gam.:. l he 
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